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Abstract

The advent of scalp magnetoencephalography (MEG) based on optically pumped magnetometers (OPMs) may represent a step

change in the field of human electrophysiology. Compared to cryogenic MEG based on superconducting quantum interference

devices (SQUIDs, placed 2–4 cm above scalp), scalp MEG promises significantly higher spatial resolution imaging but it also

comes with numerous challenges regarding how to optimally design OPM arrays. In this context, we sought to provide a systematic

description of MEG spatial resolution as a function of the number of sensors (allowing comparison of low- vs. high-density MEG),

sensor-to-brain distance (cryogenic SQUIDs vs. scalp OPM), sensor type (magnetometers vs. gradiometers; single- vs. multi-

component sensors), and signal-to-noise ratio. To that aim, we present an analytical theory based on MEG multipolar expansions

that enables, once supplemented with experimental input and simulations, quantitative assessment of the limits of MEG spatial

resolution in terms of two qualitatively distinct regimes. In the regime of asymptotically high-density MEG, we provide a math-

ematically rigorous description of how magnetic field smoothness constraints spatial resolution to a slow, logarithmic divergence.

In the opposite regime of low-density MEG, it is sensor density that constraints spatial resolution to a faster increase following

a square-root law. The transition between these two regimes controls how MEG spatial resolution saturates as sensors approach

sources of neural activity. This two-regime model of MEG spatial resolution integrates known observations (e.g., the difficulty of

improving spatial resolution by increasing sensor density, the gain brought by moving sensors on scalp, or the usefulness of multi-

component sensors) and gathers them under a unifying theoretical framework that highlights the underlying physics and reveals

properties inaccessible to simulations. We propose that this framework may find useful applications to benchmark the design of

future OPM-based scalp MEG systems.
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Highlights:

•We develop a two-regime theory describing the limits of MEG spatial resolution.

• The low-density regime exhibits the advantage of multi-component MEG sensors.

• The high-density regime reveals a slow divergence as sensors are added to MEG.

• Scalp MEG exhibits saturated resolution through an interplay of the two regimes.

• This theoretical framework may be helpful to design new generation scalp MEG.

1. Introduction

The physics of electric and magnetic fields sets fundamen-

tal limits to the spatial resolution of non-invasive electrophys-

iology. As these fields spread from the brain to extra-cranial

sensors (scalp electrodes for electroencephalography, EEG;

magnetometers and gradiometers for magnetoencephalography,

MEG; see, e.g., Hämäläinen et al., 1993), fine details of neural

Abbreviations: ECoG, electrocorticography; EEG, electroencephalogra-

phy; MEG, magnetoencephalography; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging;

OPM, optically pumped magnetometer; QZFM, quantum zero-field magne-

tometer; SQUID, superconducting quantum interference device; SNR, signal-

to-noise ratio.
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current source distributions get blurred and information is lost.

This loss of spatial resolution and the accompanying decrease

in field amplitude lie at the heart of the MEG/EEG inverse prob-

lem (Hämäläinen et al., 1993) and thus cannot be overcome

fully by technological developments (Tarantola, 2006). Still,

our ability to harvest smaller and smaller details of brain elec-

trophysiological signals improves as technology evolves.

The development of scalp MEG based on optically pumped

magnetometers (OPMs) may lead to major advances in this

regard (Boto et al., 2018). By avoiding the heavy cryogen-

ics needed for MEG systems based on superconducting quan-

tum interference devices (SQUIDs), this technology allows to

place magnetometers closer to the scalp (from about 2–4 cm

above scalp for SQUIDs to about 5 mm for OPMs) and thus

leads to substantial improvements in signal focality and am-

plitude (Boto et al., 2016; Feys et al., 2022; Iivanainen et al.,
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2017, 2020). The ensuing refinement in MEG data remains

limited in practice due to the relatively low number of mag-

netometers in current wearable OPM systems (up to 50 in

Hill et al., 2020; Boto et al., 2021) and their sensitivity to envi-

ronmental noise (Boto et al., 2018; Seymour et al., 2022). The

situation is evolving rapidly though, as denser OPM arrays

(Boto et al., 2016; Iivanainen et al., 2017), new types of OPM

sensors (Labyt et al., 2019; Borna et al., 2020; Nardelli et al.,

2020; Brookes et al., 2021), and background field cancellation

techniques (Holmes et al., 2018, 2019; Iivanainen et al., 2019;

Mellor et al., 2022) are being invented. In this exciting context,

one important question to consider is how much detail of the

neuromagnetic field can be harvested by MEG sensor arrays if

we could place as many sensors as we wanted on these arrays.

In other words, what are the limits of MEG spatial resolution,

given a system design (i.e., sensor coverage, density, sensor-to-

brain distance, field sensitivity, and noise level)? This question

is admittedly abstract, since practical constraints such as sensor

size (about 2 cm2 scalp contact area for state-of-the-art OPMs)

or cost restrict the number of available sensors in current MEG

arrays. That said, its answer could have an important impact

on the development of future OPM systems as sensors become

smaller and cheaper. Characterising the limits of MEG spa-

tial resolution quantitatively and systematically would allow to

assess how many sensors are ideally needed to map neuromag-

netic fields as precisely as possible, and how this number is

affected by system design.

This type of question was already asked in the early days

of the whole-brain-covering SQUID array technology. In their

seminal study, Ahonen et al. (1993) used a two-dimensional

version of Nyquist’s sampling theorem to estimate the dis-

tribution of radial magnetic sensors needed to image dipolar

magnetic fields faithfully without aliasing. This information

was crucial for the development of modern multi-SQUID sys-

tems. More recent approaches in the context of OPM develop-

ments focused instead on simulated models of MEG signals.

Forward modeling (i.e., the explicit numerical evaluation of

field propagation from neural current sources to sensors) was

used extensively to estimate the resolution gain expected when

passing from SQUIDs to OPMs (i.e., with similar design but

placed on scalp; see Boto et al., 2016; Iivanainen et al., 2017;

Tierney et al., 2020). Multipolar expansions (Jackson, 1998;

Zangwill, 2012) provide another modeling technique that is ide-

ally suited to investigate spatial resolution as they decompose

MEG data in terms of angular frequency, i.e., a measure of spa-

tial scale on sensor topographies. This decomposition underlies

signal-space separation, a preprocessing technique of SQUID

signals that allows to suppress both focal sensor noise at high

angular frequency and widespread long-distance environmental

magnetic interferences at low angular frequency (Taulu et al.,

2004, 2005). Tierney et al. (2022) explored OPM spatial sam-

pling with simulations built from MEG multipolar expansions.

However, simulation-based approaches are impractical to han-

dle the case of asymptotically dense sensor arrays needed to

assess the limits of MEG spatial resolution.

Here, we expand upon the multipolar expansion technique

and provide a systematic framework for MEG spatial resolution

that encompasses its limits. We use an analytical description of

neuromagnetic field smoothness in asymptotically high-density

MEG with hemispherical geometry to characterize spatial res-

olution in terms of the highest angular frequency accessible to

the array. Given that magnetic field spread exerts a smoothing

on extra-cranial neuromagnetic topographies, we hypothesized

that MEG spatial resolution would converge to a definite limit

controlled by field smoothness once sensor density gets large

enough. Our specific goal was thus to measure this limit, assess

how many sensors are needed to reach it, and examine the effect

of key parameters such as sensor type, sensor-to-brain distance,

or signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). We further used simulations to

investigate the opposite regime of low sensor density where the

asymptotic theory breaks down.

2. Theory

We consider a multi-channel MEG system composed of sen-

sors surrounding the head as illustrated in Fig. 1. In this section,

we present the results of a theoretical analysis of MEG spatial

resolution in the asymptotic limit where a large number of sen-

sors are distributed homogeneously on a hemispherical array

(shown red in Fig. 1). This allows us to describe explicitly a

measure of spatial resolution as a function of sensor type, array-

to-brain distance, and SNR. The detailed developments leading

to these results are relegated to two appendices; Appendix A

gathers useful background and minor results on the machinery

of MEG multipolar expansions, and Appendix B develops our

original asymptotic analysis of MEG spatial resolution. The

theory is supplemented with experimental data and numerical

simulations in Sections 3 and 4, where we also explore the

regime of low sensor density outside the domain of validity of

the asymptotic theory. Further intuition and practical conclu-

sions are discussed in Section 5.

We start by describing the general framework of the theory

and formulate explicitly its assumptions.

2.1. Multipolar expansion of multi-channel MEG signals

Observation model. For our purposes, a MEG array consists

of a number N of sensor locations where one or several com-

ponents of the magnetic field or its gradient are measured. We

assume that these locations can be parameterised by the angular

position Ω in a suitable spherical coordinate frame centered on

the subject’s brain (e.g., the polar angle θ and the azimuthal an-

gle ϕ shown in Fig. 1). We focus mainly on spherically shaped

arrays where the radial coordinate r = Rarray is constant (Fig. 1),

but angle-dependent radial coordinates will be allowed when

we consider a realistic MEG geometry (see Sections 3 and 4).

Sensor measurements b(Ω) may be related to point field val-

ues φ(Ω) (i.e., components of the magnetic field or its gradient

at the center of the sensor) and intrinsic sensor noise ε(Ω) via

the observation model

b(Ω) = φ(Ω) + ε(Ω) , (1)

which typically holds to a good approximation in MEG sys-

tems. We allow for multimodal setups where a number M of
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Figure 1: Geometric arrangement. This illustration shows a subject’s head

inside a hemispherical array of radius Rarray centered on their brain (red), along

with the N = 102 sensor locations of the Neuromag MEG sensor array (black

dots). The smallest concentric sphere enclosing the brain (blue) defines the

anatomical brain radius Rbrain. The spherical coordinate system (r, θ, ϕ) used in

this paper is also indicated.

different sensors sit at the same place, so all symbols in Eq. (1)

represent M-vectors. For example, M = 1 for CTF systems

consisting of N = 275 axial gradiometers and for OPM arrays

composed of single-axis radial magnetometers; M = 3 for Neu-

romag systems consisting of N = 102 chipsets (Fig. 1, black

dots) of one radial magnetometer and two planar gradiometers

(see, e.g., Hari and Puce, 2017) and for arrays of tri-axis OPMs

(Brookes et al., 2021).

Spatial whiteness of intrinsic sensor noise. We also assume

that sensor noise is homogeneous and uncorrelated, so its co-

variance across all array locations (i.e., gathering the N vectors

ε(Ω) in a single NM-vector) takes the form

cov(ε) = σ2
ε I , (2)

with I the NM × NM identity matrix. Equation (2) should

be amended in multimodal setups that mix magnetometers and

gradiometers (since their noise levels σε do not carry the same

physical units), but the ensuing changes are not essential so we

keep it unmodified for notational simplicity.

Multipolar expansion. Since neuromagnetic activity is probed

outside the head and works in a quasi-static regime, extra-

cranial field values φ(Ω) may be subjected to an interior

multipolar expansion of the form (Taulu et al., 2004, 2005;

Tierney et al., 2022)

φ(Ω) =
∑

ℓ,m

aℓ,m S(Ω|ℓ,m) . (3)

The M-vectors S(Ω|ℓ,m) denote the vectorial spherical harmon-

ics (Hill, 1954) indexed by integers ℓ ≥ 0 and −ℓ ≤ m ≤ ℓ.
See Appendix A.1 (Tables A.1 and A.2) for detailed expres-

sions in cases of interest. The series (3) corresponds to a spec-

tral decomposition of the neuromagnetic topographies in terms

of angular frequency k =
√
ℓ(ℓ + 1)/Rarray, so ℓ indexes an-

gular frequency (Jackson, 1998; Zangwill, 2012). We use in

this work the inverse of the radial coordinate r relative to the

brain sphere radius Rbrain (see Fig. 1) as expansion parameter

(Appendix A.1). In this way, all multipole moment coefficients

aℓ,m share the same physical unit [T ·m] and may be compared

numerically. This allows to formulate the following hypothesis

that is fundamental to our analysis of MEG spatial resolution.

Maximum-entropy hypothesis. We assume that all multipole

moments are uncorrelated and of equal variance, i.e.,

cov(a) = σ2
a I (4)

using formal notations where the coefficients aℓ,m are gathered

into an infinite column vector a and where I denotes an infinite

square identity matrix. This corresponds to a situation of “max-

imum entropy” where brain activity is spatially unstructured

and involves all spatial scales equally, from microscopic (e.g.,

single-channel synaptic currents) to macroscopic (i.e., whole-

brain network) levels. That is both unphysical and biologically

unrealistic, but nevertheless useful for exploring the limits of

MEG spatial resolution. Extra-cranial measurements are at best

sensitive to the mean activity of neural populations, but the as-

sumption (4) also includes undetectable microscopic and other

non-physiological electrical source configurations, leading to

an overestimation of MEG spatial resolution. This overestima-

tion is illustrated with experimental data in Section 4.

A solution to this important caveat is to abandon a direct

physiological interpretation of the two parameters of the MEG

multipolar expansion model, i.e., the brain sphere radius Rbrain

and the multipole amplitude σa. Instead, we propose to treat

them as effective parameters of the theory to be assessed em-

pirically from data. According to the hypothesis (4), a brain

sphere with radius Rbrain estimated naı̈vely from anatomy (blue

sphere in Fig. 1) would include highly localized neural activity

right under (or even slightly above) the brain convexity beneath

the scalp. Such configuration must be associated with a focal

field topography and thus high MEG spatial resolution, but it

might not be representative of the experimental data at hand. In

turn, this might lead to an underestimation of the multipole am-

plitude parameter σa, which can be determined from the SNR

estimate

SNR = 1
NM

Tr
[

cov(ε)−1cov(b)
]

(5)

of MEG recordings (1) via the relation (Appendix A.2)

σ2
a

σ2
ε

=
NM (SNR − 1)

Tr(S S†)
· (6)

Here, S is a formal matrix with an infinite number of columns

indexed by (ℓ,m), each column gathering the NM elements of

the M-vectors S(Ω|ℓ,m) at the N sensor locations of the MEG

3
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array. We describe in Section 3 how to combine anatomical

brain images and MEG recordings in order to determine func-

tional estimates of Rbrain and σa/σε and obtain physiologically

meaningful MEG multipolar expansions.

Spatial resolution from multipolar expansions. The vectorial

spherical harmonics S(Ω|ℓ,m) in Eq. (3) measure the sensitivity

of MEG sensors to neuromagnetic fields with definite angular

frequency ℓ. Sensitivity decreases exponentially fast for highly

focal neuromagnetic topographies characterized by large values

of ℓ (Appendix A.1). This exponential suppression embodies

the physical smoothing process that neuromagnetic fields un-

dergo as they propagate from brain sources to sensors. On the

other hand, intrinsic sensor noise contributes equally at all the

spatial scales sampled by the MEG array; this is embodied by

the spatial whiteness assumption (2). It is the interaction of

these two features that inherently limits the sensitivity of MEG

data to focal brain activity. Measurement noise is typically

subdominant at low angular frequency but overshadows focal

neuromagnetic activity at high angular frequency. Effectively,

noise should cut off the expansion (3) at a critical value ℓ = ℓ∗
where this cross-over occurs. This idea is the basis of signal-

space separation (Taulu et al., 2004, 2005). We leverage it here

and seek to measure MEG spatial resolution using the critical

value ℓ∗, since it corresponds to the smallest spatial scale that is

experimentally accessible.

Our main goal is to determine explicitly this spatial reso-

lution index ℓ∗. Quite amazingly, this turns out possible for

hemispherically shaped MEG arrays in the limit N → ∞ corre-

sponding to an infinitely dense, homogeneous sensor coverage

(Fig. 1). The usefulness of considering this situation inaccessi-

ble to both experiment and simulations is that it allows precisely

to assess the limits of MEG spatial resolution and how they de-

pend on sensor type, array-to-brain distance, and SNR.

Signal-space dimension. In situations where the validity of the

asymptotic theory is not settled, we will resort to signal-space

dimension as proxy measure of spatial resolution. We define it

here as the number ν of degrees of freedom contained in brain

MEG signals and estimated according to

ν = #
{

eigenvalues λ2
u of S S† with λ2

u > σ
2
ε/σ

2
a

}

. (7)

This corresponds to the number of linearly independent neu-

romagnetic topographies (i.e., eigenvectors of the NM × NM

matrix S S†) whose contribution (measured by their eigenvalue

λ2
u) exceeds noise level (σ2

ε/σ
2
a) and thus is experimentally

detectable (Appendix A.2). These topographies span what is

known as the signal space (Taulu et al., 2004, 2005).

The signal-space dimension ν assesses the information con-

tent of MEG data rather than their spatial resolution per se.

It must be commensurate to spatial resolution since access to

more focal details should increase the number of detectable to-

pographies. Yet, like any other complexity metric (may they be

linear dimensions or non-linear, information-theoretic capaci-

ties), it turns out to mix spatial resolution and other geometric

factors of the MEG array. This is demonstrated below.

2.2. Asymptotic regime of high-density MEG

Spatial resolution index in the large-N limit. We present here

our main theoretical result about asymptotically high-density

MEG arrays with hemispherical geometry and homogeneously

distributed sensors (Fig. 1). Mathematical analysis of the limit

N → ∞ developed from Appendix B.1 to Appendix B.3 de-

termines the spatial resolution index as

ℓ∗ =
log

[

N
4π r2+deg(P)

σ2
a

σ2
ε

P

(

log N

2 log r

)

]

2 log r
+ O

(

log log N

log N

)

. (8)

This result enables the quantitative measurement of MEG spa-

tial resolution as a function of the number N of sensors, the

sensor-to-brain distance r = Rarray/Rbrain (i.e., the radius of the

hemispherical array relative to that of the brain sphere), and the

multipole SNR parameter σa/σε. It also depends on the type

of sensors composing the MEG array through a polynomial P

that is identified in Appendix B.1 (Table B.1).

Properties of high-density MEG spatial resolution. Let us de-

scribe the effect of different MEG array characteristics dis-

closed by Eq. (8). See Appendix B.4 for more details.

(i) Sensor density. The spatial resolution index ℓ∗ exhibits a

logarithmic divergence as N grows indefinitely. In other

words, the limits of spatial resolution increase without

bound (albeit very slowly) as MEG arrays become denser.

This observation contradicts our initial expectation that

spatial resolution would converge towards a definite limit

controlled by magnetic field smoothness. Rather, it is the

extreme slowness of this divergence that corresponds to

the constraints imposed by field smoothness.

(ii) Sensor-to-brain distance. The rate at which the spatial

resolution diverges turns out to be controlled by the pa-

rameter r and not by any other MEG characteristics. The

dependence in other characteristics is milder because both

sensor type and SNR only contribute through sub-leading

corrections that are small compared to the leading diver-

gence. This means that the limits of spatial resolution are

mostly modulated by the sensor-to-brain distance. In fact,

ℓ∗ appears to increase without bound as the sensor array

approaches the brain surface (r → 1), i.e., spatial reso-

lution improves drastically as the MEG array approaches

the brain. Nevertheless, this divergence is, in a sense, only

an artifact as the asymptotic theory breaks down before

sensors reach the brain (see Section 4).

(iii) Sensor type. The magnetometric or gradiometric nature of

MEG sensors makes a sub-leading contribution to ℓ∗ that

is nevertheless numerically significant, because it also ex-

hibits a divergence as N grows indefinitely (although an

even slower one). It turns out that this contribution is

twice larger for gradiometers, so we conclude that gradio-

metric arrays exhibit moderately higher limits of spatial

resolution than magnetometric arrays (at similarly large

number N of sensors). On the other hand, the number

of recorded components or their orientation only have a

minute impact as their contribution is either finite or neg-

ligibly small at large N.
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(iv) Multipole SNR. Likewise, the SNR makes a subtle, finite

contribution that is negligible.

Signal-space dimension in the large-N limit. We further

demonstrate in Appendix B.1 that the signal-space dimension

ν may be expressed in terms of the spatial resolution index ℓ∗
by merely counting the number of vectorial spherical harmon-

ics whose contribution to MEG signals exceeds noise level, i.e.,

for which ℓ ≤ ℓ∗. A straightforward count (as done in, e.g.,

Taulu et al., 2005; Tierney et al., 2022) suggests a value

νS = (ℓ∗ + 1)2 (9)

but that is not quite right. In fact, this relation is only valid

for a hypothetical MEG array that covers a complete sphere S

enclosing the brain (notwithstanding that this would be nonsen-

sical from the experimental standpoint); this is emphasized by

the subscript attached to the symbol ν in Eq. (9). A proper

analysis of MEG multipolar expansions on a hemisphere H

(Appendix A.4) reveals instead that

νH =
1
2
(ℓ∗ + 1)(ℓ∗ + 2) . (10)

This is approximately twice smaller, which reflects the halving

of sensor coverage compared to the whole sphere. The depen-

dence in sensor coverage demonstrates the difference between

the spatial resolution index (which is the same for spherical and

hemispherical MEG; see Appendix B.1) and complexity met-

rics such as signal-space dimension (see also Appendix B.4).

3. Methods

We describe numerical and experimental methods to estimate

the parameters of MEG multipolar expansions (r and σa/σε),

examine the domain of validity for our asymptotic theory (i.e.,

how large the number N of sensors must be to ensure the quan-

titative accuracy of Eq. 8), explore what happens at low sen-

sor density outside this domain of validity, and finally measure

quantitatively the limits of MEG spatial resolution.

3.1. Numerical evaluation of signal-space dimension

At the core of our numerical experiments is an estimation

of signal-space dimension that works whatever the MEG ar-

ray (e.g., hemispherical or Neuromag geometries illustrated in

Fig. 1) and whatever the number N of sensors (as long as it is

not so large that simulations become untractable).

The NM × NM matrix S S† appearing in Eq. (7) gathers

M × M blocks of the form
∑∞
ℓ=0

∑ℓ
m=−ℓ S(Ω|ℓ,m) S(Ω′|ℓ,m)†,

where Ω,Ω′ run over the N sensor locations. The infinite sum

over ℓ was evaluated by computing terms at successive val-

ues ℓ = 0, 1, 2, . . . and adding them iteratively until numeri-

cal convergence (which is guaranteed). The vectorial spheri-

cal harmonics S(Ω|ℓ,m) were evaluated at angular (θ, ϕ) and

radial (r) coordinates corresponding to sensor locations of the

MEG arrays described below and for different sensor types (ra-

dial and tri-axis magnetometers, axial and planar gradiometers,

see Appendix A.1). Summation was performed over the first

hundred terms (0 ≤ ℓ ≤ 100) and then continued iteratively un-

til the last term to add got small enough; as precise criterion,

we required that the squared Frobenius norm of the current, ℓth

term, relative to that of the partial sum over all ℓ − 1 previous

terms, reach below 10−5. The signal-space dimension (7) was

then evaluated by diagonalizing the partial sum and counting

the number of eigenvalues above threshold σ2
ε/σ

2
a.

3.2. Anatomical MEG expansion parameters

We considered MEG resting-state data of 14 healthy adult

subjects used in previous studies (Coquelet et al., 2020, 2022),

to which we refer for details. Briefly, MEG signals were ac-

quired at rest (5 min, 0.1–330 Hz analog bandpass, 1 kHz sam-

pling rate) using a Neuromag Vectorview system (MEGIN Oy,

Helsinki, Finland) and denoised using signal-space separation

(Maxfilter v2.2 with default parameters ℓin = 8 and ℓout = 3,

MEGIN; Taulu et al., 2004, 2005) and independent component

analysis (Hyvärinen and Oja, 2000). We used these data to ex-

tract geometric information needed to construct the S matrices

(Appendix A.1) and functional information related to the SNR.

The Neuromag MEG array is composed of sensors located at

N = 102 locations (Fig. 1) comprising one radial magnetome-

ter and two orthogonal planar gradiometers. We used individ-

ual brain magnetic resonance images (MRIs) co-registered with

the MEG array to define subject-specific spherical coordinates

of each sensor location. The coordinate origin was set at the

centre of the sphere fitted to the vertices of the scalp surface

obtained after tissue segmentation (Freesurfer, Martinos Center

for Biomedical Imaging, Massachussetts, USA; Fischl, 2012).

This allowed to assign radial (distance from origin) and angular

coordinates to each sensor. The array radius Rarray was defined

as the root-mean-square of all 102 radial coordinates, and the

anatomical brain sphere of radius Rbrain was determined as the

smallest sphere centered on the origin that encloses the inner

skull surface (Fig. 1, blue). The ratio Rarray/Rbrain determined

the “anatomical” estimate of the expansion parameter r for the

Neuromag MEG array. To illustrate the impact of array-to-brain

distance, we also considered a virtual OPM array placed 6.5

mm above scalp and thereby obtained an anatomical estimate

of r corresponding to scalp MEG. The 6.5-mm height corre-

sponds to the center location of the alkali vapour cell in Gen-2

QZFM sensors (QuSpin Inc., Colorado, USA) placed directly

on scalp.

The SNR associated with Neuromag MEG recordings at rest

was estimated for magnetometers (N = 102, M = 1) and planar

gradiometers (N = 102, M = 2) separately according to Eq. (5),

with the NM × NM data covariance cov(b) extracted from the

resting-state recordings and the noise covariance cov(ε), from

empty-room recordings. The noise covariance was regularized

prior to inversion by adding 10% of the mean sensor variance

to its diagonal. Combining this SNR measure with the com-

putation of the corresponding S S† matrix (based on the above

geometric information and on Section 3.1) and with Eq. (6), we

could then estimate the multipole SNR parameter σa/σε.

The MEG multipolar expansion models constructed in this

way will be referred to as “anatomical MEG” as they are in-

ferred from the actual brain size of subjects.
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3.3. Functional MEG expansion parameters

We also determined “functional MEG” multipolar expansion

models, in which the relative radius r and multipole SNRσa/σε
are estimated by fitting the measure (7) of the signal-space di-

mension ν to another measure νfwd based on MEG forward

modeling, i.e., explicit simulations of neuromagnetic field prop-

agation from brain sources to sensors. The rationale is that,

although MEG forward models cannot be used to probe the

large-N limit, they describe finite-N MEG measurements un-

der biologically realistic conditions and only contain explicit

parameters (contrary to the multipolar expansion, as explained

below Eq. 4).

The approach based on MEG forward modeling is formally

similar to that based on multipolar expansions and Eq. (7); the

only difference is that the S matrix is replaced by the leadfield

matrix L and the set of multipole moments a, by the distribution

j of electrical currents over the source space. The setup is ac-

tually that of linear MEG source projection, i.e., field measure-

ments (3) are expressed as φ = L j and the source covariance

is assumed diagonal, cov( j) = σ2
j

I (which is a version of the

“maximum-entropy” condition; compare with Eq. 4). Source

variance σ2
j

was inferred from an analog of Eq. (6) with S S†

replaced by the leadfield covariance L LT. The number νfwd of

spatial degrees of freedom corresponding to the MEG forward

model was then obtained by counting the number of eigenval-

ues of L LT exceedingσ2
ε/σ

2
j
, in complete analogy with Eq. (7).

In practice, we computed individual MEG forward models us-

ing MRI tissue segmentation and the three-layer boundary ele-

ment method implemented in MNE-C (Gramfort et al., 2014).

The brain volume was discretized into a regular 5-mm cubic lat-

tice on which three orthogonal unit current dipoles were placed.

Sensor locations corresponded to the Neuromag array (cryo-

genic MEG) or the virtual OPMs (scalp MEG) co-registered to

the MRI. The resulting leadfields allowed us to generate MEG

resting-state estimates νfwd of the signal-space dimension.

We then determined the parameters r = Rarray/Rbrain and

σa/σε for which the signal-space dimension (7) coincides with

the MEG forward model estimate, i.e., ν = νfwd. We solved this

problem in a pragmatic way with an iterative two-step optimiza-

tion algorithm that controls for the mutual influence of these

two parameters. In a first step, ν was computed numerically

(Section 3.1) over a predefined grid of brain radii Rbrain (from

1 mm to 10 cm with 1-mm spacing), using the value of σa/σε
determined at the previous iteration. The radius that best fits ν

to νfwd was then selected. In the second step, the multipole SNR

parameter was updated using Eq. (6). The initial condition was

taken as the anatomical estimate and the algorithm was stopped

once the fit error ν−νfwd reached below 10−3. Although we had

no guarantee of convergence, this procedure generated definite

functional parameters separately for magnetometers and planar

gradiometers.

3.4. Simulated hemispherical MEG arrays

We simulated hemispherical MEG arrays with a variable

number of sensors ranging from small (N = 5) to fairly large

(N = 2500). For each value of N, a homogeneous grid of sen-

sor locations covering a hemisphere was defined by splitting the

north hemisphere parameterized by 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2 into a number

n of equally spaced circles of latitude, and placing a latitude-

dependent number m of equally spaced sensors on each circle.

The pole θ = 0 was excluded to enable efficient algebraic com-

putation of spherical harmonics derivatives (Appendix A.3).

We set n to the integer nearest to
√

N and m to the integer near-

est to nπ sin θ/2; this ensured that the solid angle per sensor was

approximately constant and equal to 2π/N, i.e., sensor coverage

was homogeneous.

We ran the numerical computation of signal-space dimension

as a function of N for hemispherical MEG arrays composed of a

number N of sensors, with parameters set either to the anatom-

ical or functional multipolar expansions of cryogenic or scalp

MEG.

4. Results

4.1. Parameters for MEG multipolar expansions

We started our numerical exploration of MEG spatial reso-

lution with the generic notion of signal-space dimension (7).

Figure 2a reports experimental estimates obtained from the

N = 102 magnetometers or the N = 102 pairs of planar

gradiometers in Neuromag resting-state recordings (cryogenic

MEG; see Fig. 1) and from corresponding virtual OPM arrays

(scalp MEG). Signal-space dimension was larger for gradiome-

ters than magnetometers, and for scalp than cryogenic MEG

(two-way ANOVA, main effects at p < 10−5, no significant

interaction). Given that signal-space dimension reflects both

spatial resolution and sensor coverage (see Eqs. 9 and 10), and

that sensor coverage is the same in the four cases compared in

Fig. 2a, these effects illustrate indirectly the impact of sensor

type and sensor-to-brain distance on MEG spatial resolution.

We then selected physiologically relevant parameters for

MEG multipolar expansion models by combining anatomical

MRIs and the cryogenic MEG data. Figure 2b compares the

brain sphere radius inferred from anatomy (anatomical MEG;

Fig. 1, blue) and functional estimates designed to faithfully

reproduce the experimental values of cryogenic MEG signal-

space dimension (functional MEG). We observed a difference

between the anatomical and the functional brain spheres (one-

way ANOVA, p = 3.8 × 10−7), the latter being smaller than the

former (post-hoc p < 4.0 × 10−4). The surprisingly small brain

radii of functional MEG (5.3–5.5 cm) compared to anatomy

(8.8 cm) suggests to interpret these functional brain spheres as

averages of concentric spherical layers within the anatomical

brain probing the sources of MEG resting-state activity, from

neocortical to deep cortical regions (see Section 5 for further

discussion). The functional radii obtained from magnetome-

ters and gradiometers were similar (post-hoc p = 0.31), so in

subsequent analyses they were averaged to generate a single

functional brain radius. Combining these two estimates with

the geometry of either cryogenic or scalp MEG yielded four

distinct values of interest for the sensor-to-brain distance pa-

rameter (Table 1).
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Figure 2: Model parameters for anatomical and functional MEG multipolar expansions. a. Signal-space dimension νfwd based on forward models corresponding

to cryogenic MEG (N = 102 SQUIDs, Neuromag system, light grey) and scalp MEG (N = 102 virtual OPMs, dark grey). Magnetometers and planar gradiometers

are considered separately. b. Brain sphere radius Rbrain estimated from anatomy (MRI) or functional data (magnetometers and planar gradiometers separately).

c. Multipole SNR parameter σa/σε estimated from functional data. Functional estimates correspond to cryogenic MEG. Plots report mean ± SEM over subjects.

magn: magnetometer, grad: gradiometer, MRI: magnetic resonance imaging, SNR: signal-to-noise ratio, SEM: standard error of the mean, ⋆: p < 0.05 (ANOVA,

post-hoc tests).

parameter estimate mean ± SD

MEG array size (Rarray)
cryo 12.2 ± 0.2 cm

scalp 9.6 ± 0.3 cm

Brain sphere radius (Rbrain)
anat 8.8 ± 0.3 cm

func 5.4 ± 0.3 cm

Sensor-to-brain radius (r)

func-cryo(a) 2.28 ± 0.10

func-scalp(b) 1.79 ± 0.05

anat-cryo(c) 1.39 ± 0.03

anat-scalp(d) 1.10 ± 0.02

Multipole SNR (σa/σε) func 12.5 ± 1.7

Table 1: Model parameters for anatomical and functional MEG multipolar ex-

pansions. The sensor-to-brain radius r corresponds to the ratio Rarray/Rbrain.

The group means of the model parameters r and σa/σε were used in quanti-

tative applications of the theory. Labels (a)–(d) are introduced for reference in

text and figures. SNR: signal-to-noise ratio, cryo: cryogenic MEG (Neuromag

system), scalp: scalp MEG (virtual OPMs), anat: anatomical estimate, func:

functional estimate (averaged over magnetometric and gradiometric estimates),

SD: standard deviation.

In the same vein, Figure 2c shows that magnetometers and

gradiometers led to similar functional estimates of the multipole

SNR parameter σa/σε (one-way ANOVA, p = 0.61), so we

averaged their values as well (Table 1).

We used the resulting parameter estimates in subsequent

analyses to construct multipolar expansion models of hemi-

spherical MEG with varying number of sensors and various

sensor types. These estimates appeared fortunately insensitive

to sensor type, but still might depend on the precise shape of

the MEG array. Figure 3 assesses the impact of replacing the

Neuromag-like geometry (experimental SQUID arrays or cor-

responding virtual OPMs) by an idealized hemisphere of same

radius and same number N = 102 of sensors. Signal-space di-

mension was significantly lower with hemispherical MEG in

all cases (t tests, p < 3 × 10−6) except for anatomical scalp

MEG (labelled d in Table 1) where this effect was statistically

marginal (magnetometers, p = 0.01; gradiometers, p > 0.08).

The underestimation factor was 89%± 6% (confidence interval

for linear regression slope; Fig. 3, thick line), which is compat-

ible with the coverage area of a perfect hemisphere being 87%

smaller than that of the Neuromag array . This suggests that this

reduction in signal-space dimension merely reflects a change in

sensor coverage but not in spatial resolution per se (see Section

5 for further discussion). That is reminiscent of our theoretical

comparison of hemispherical and spherical MEG (Section 2).

4.2. Domain of validity of the large-N limit

Figure 4 reports numerical estimates of the signal-space di-

mension for simulated hemispherical MEG arrays from small

to large numbers N of sensors, once again using functional

and anatomical MEG multipolar expansion models (Table 1).

Signal-space dimension increased monotonically with a non-

linear slowing down visible when N got large enough (except

for anatomical scalp MEG, see Fig. 4d). Because sensor cover-

age is identical in all simulations, this increase may be ascribed

to higher spatial resolution, so adding sensors improves spatial

resolution but with a smaller and smaller gain per extra sen-

sor. This nonlinearity fit well the theoretical prediction (Eq. 10

combined with Eq. 8), at least for functional MEG based on

resting-state recordings (see curves superimposed to Fig. 4a,b).

On the other hand, moving closer to the scalp revealed that a lin-

ear increase precedes the large-N nonlinearity (Fig. 4c,d). This

was not clearly visible in functional MEG, but it was partic-
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This plot compares two estimates of the signal-space dimension, one where

N = 102 sensors are arranged according to a realistic MEG geometry (νneuromag;

Neuromag SQUIDs or corresponding virtual scalp OPMs) and the other where

N = 102 sensors cover homogeneously a hemisphere of same array radius

(νH). Each value reports the group average obtained from simulating different

sensor types (radial or tri-axis magnetometers, planar or axial gradiometers)

with the anatomical or functional parameter estimates listed in Table 1. The

thick line superimposed to data points shows the corresponding linear regres-

sion model νH = a νneuromag with slope a = 0.89 (95% confidence interval,

0.83 < a < 0.94). magn: magnetometer, grad: gradiometer.

ularly obvious for anatomical scalp MEG (Fig. 4d) where the

nonlinear slowing down was barely reached or not at all.

We used this linear regime to determine the domain of valid-

ity of the asymptotic theory. A careful glance at Fig. 4 (espe-

cially panel d) revealed that signal-space dimension νH initially

grows as N for radial magnetometers and axial gradiometers,

2N for planar gradiometers, and 3N for tri-axis magnetometers.

These observations may be summarized as

νH = MN (low-density regime) . (11)

We conclude that the number M of recorded components per

sensor (Appendix A.1) controls spatial resolution gains in

MEG arrays with low sensor density. In hindsight, this merely

corresponds to the fact that any extra sensor component adds

a new, fully independent signal as long as sensor separation is

larger than the size of magnetic field smoothness. This low-

density regime extended to larger values of N as MEG sensors

approached the scalp (compare curves from leftmost to right-

most plots of Fig. 4). This reflects a reduction of field smooth-

ness as sensors may then be closer while still bringing indepen-

dent information.

We tentatively identified the transition between low- and

high-density regimes as the points where the linear and large-

N predictions coincide (indicated by arrows on Fig. 4 wherever

such transitions could be found). We combined the two regimes

by gluing the linear description (11) on the left of the transi-

tion and the large-N solution (8) on the right (curves superim-

posed to Fig. 4). Two signs betray the somewhat artifical nature

of this recombination; the non-smooth corner at the transition

point and the overestimation of signal-space dimension around

this point where neither regime is fully valid (see, e.g., anatom-

ical MEG cryogenic planar gradiometers in Fig. 4c or tri-axis

magnetometers in Fig. 4d). We will nevertheless use this hard

transition to estimate the domain of validity of the asymptotic

theory, and apply the linear description (11) outside of this do-

main.

4.3. Quantitative limits of MEG spatial resolution

Based on the previous data, we provide in Fig. 5 a compre-

hensive view of the spatial resolution index ℓ∗ for hemispheri-

cal MEG arrays with any number N of sensors (here limited to

N ≤ 2500) and for a range of sensor-to-brain distances encom-

passing the four cases analyzed above. The domain of validity

of the asymptotic theory described by Eq. (8) is emphasized by

the colored area in Fig. 5. Its boundary (black thick line) cor-

responds to the transition into the low-density regime and was

described by the parametric curve

ℓ∗ = −3/2 +
√

MN + 1/4 (low-density regime) , (12)

which is nothing but the linear description (11) of signal-

space dimension translated into the spatial resolution index via

Eq. (10). We extrapolated the spatial resolution index to the

low-density regime using Eq. (12), notwithstanding the overes-

timation that this gluing procedure entails around the transition

(Fig. 4). This means that all large-N solution curves in Fig. 5

(colored area) reaching the transition from the right (i.e., de-

creasing N) collapse and follow the transition line (black thick

line) rather than pass through to its left (Fig. 5, bottom insert).

We check the consistency of the low-density ansatz (12) with a

physical description of the transition in Appendix C.

Figure 5 confirms that adding sensors increases the spatial

resolution index, rapidly while in the low-density regime (black

thick curve) and then much more slowly once the high-density

regime is reached (colored area). It is interesting that the

working points of functional MEG (inferred from resting-state

recordings) in existing cryogenic systems were similar (Neuro-

mag, ℓ∗ = 7.2 for N = 102 planar gradiometers; CTF, ℓ∗ = 7.8

for N = 275 axial gradiometers; Table 2) and both within the

high-density regime (Fig. 5; see arrows pointing to curves a),

so adding sensors would hardly improve their spatial resolu-

tion. This was illustrated by the flatness of the respective solu-

tion curves beyond their working points (Fig. 5, bottom, curves

a). In fact, augmenting sensor density to unrealistic levels led

to modest gains (Neuromag, ℓ∗ = 9.3 for N = 2500 planar

gradiometers; CTF, ℓ∗ = 9.5 for N = 2500 axial gradiome-

ters). More surprising is the observation that functional MEG

on scalp already stood in the high-density regime too, even at

the relatively low number (N ≈ 50) of sensors available in cur-

rent OPM systems (Fig. 5, top; see arrows pointing to curves

b). In fact, the spatial resolution of OPM recordings at rest with

50 tri-axis magnetometers (ℓ∗ = 8.5; see Table 2) already out-

performed resting-state cryogenic MEG (ℓ∗ ≤ 7.8). Realistic

augmentations of OPM density would lead to limited improve-

ments (ℓ∗ = 9.2 for N = 102 tri-axis magnetometers; see Table
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2), and even reaching unrealistic densities would not revolution-

ize the situation (ℓ∗ = 12.5 for N = 2500; see Fig. 5, top right,

curve b). This is all reminiscent of the logarithmic slowness

described by Eq. (8) (see also Eq. B.8 and Appendix B.4). We

may thus conclude that further developing MEG sensor tech-

nology towards denser arrays is not an efficient way to improve

MEG spatial resolution.

The second way to improve MEG spatial resolution is by re-

ducing the gap between sensors and sources of brain activity.

This translates in Fig. 5 by the increasing elevation of solution

curves as the sensor-to-brain distance decreased. For example,

moving a cryogenic MEG on scalp in resting-state recordings

(functional MEG) corresponds to passing from curves (a) to

curves (b) in Fig. 5 and led to a gain of 70–78% in the spa-

tial resolution index (see Table 2, columns 3 and 4). This im-

provement is moderate because the functional brain sphere in-

ferred from resting-state MEG was smaller than what anatomy

entails (Table 1), effectively leaving a substantial gap between

scalp and brain sources. Our asymptotic theory predicted that

this effect would become enormous as the sensors are brought

to the vicinity of brain sources (since the spatial resolution in-

dex diverges as the sensor-to-brain distance r approaches 1, see

Eq. 8 and Appendix B.4), as shown very clearly by the solu-

tion curves for anatomical scalp MEG (Fig. 5, curves d). How-

ever, the effect was strongly mitigated in practice because the

elevation of solution curves must saturate to the height of the

transition line (Fig. 5, black thick curve). For example, all

curves (d) in Fig. 5 stood well within the low-density regime

(N ≤ 2223), so the spatial resolution index actually saturated

at the values dictated by the low-density regime (Eq. 12). We

conclude that spatial resolution saturates when MEG sensors

are close enough to brain sources to a maximum value con-

trolled by the total number MN of recording channels. The gain

in spatial resolution index for cryogenic MEG may not exceed

160% for Neuromag resting-state recordings (ℓ∗ = 18.8; Table

2, columns 3 and 6), 180% for CTF (ℓ∗ = 22.0), and 230% for

an OPM array with 50 tri-axis magnetometers (ℓ∗ = 15.8; Table

2, columns 4 and 6).

Third and last, Fig. 5 confirms that gradiometers lead to

higher spatial resolution than magnetometers (compare the

scales in the top and bottom panels). Of note, solution curves in

the high-density regime (Fig. 5, colored areas) were nearly in-

disinguishable between radial and tri-axis magnetometers, and

between axial and planar gradiometers. That is in line with the

lack of impact of sensor components disclosed by our asymp-

totic theory. However, the number M of sensor components

plays an important role in determining the transition between

low- and high-density (Eq. 12 and Fig. 5, thick black curve).

The main advantage of multi-component MEG sensors (for spa-

tial resolution) is to extend the domain of validity of the asymp-

totically high-density regime. This means that the spatial reso-

lution index is higher for tri-axis magnetometers than for single-

axis magnetometers at reasonably small number N of sensors

(see also Table 2).
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system sensor type func-cryo(a) func-scalp(b) anat-cryo(c) anat-scalp(d)

Neuromag
N = 102 radial magn ℓ∗ = 4.9 ℓ∗ = 8.6 ℓ∗ = 12.8† ℓ∗ = 12.8†

N = 102 planar grad ℓ∗ = 7.2 ℓ∗ = 12.6 ℓ∗ = 18.8† ℓ∗ = 18.8†

CTF N = 275 axial grad ℓ∗ = 7.8 ℓ∗ = 13.9 ℓ∗ = 22.0† ℓ∗ = 22.0†

Gen-3 QZFM
N = 50 tri-axis magn ℓ∗ = 4.8 ℓ∗ = 8.5 ℓ∗ = 15.8† ℓ∗ = 15.8†

N = 102 tri-axis magn ℓ∗ = 5.4 ℓ∗ = 9.2 ℓ∗ = 20.2 ℓ∗ = 23.3†

Table 2: Spatial resolution index ℓ∗ for selected MEG systems. Values were extracted from solution curves at four sensor-to-brain distances in the high-density

regime (Fig. 5, curves a–d in colored area) or in the low-density regime (Fig. 5, thick black line), for Neuromag-like MEG (102 radial magnetometers and 102

planar gradiometers), CTF-like MEG (275 axial gradiometers), and Gen-3 QZFM MEG (50 or 102 tri-axis magnetometers). The cases corresponding to current

experimental MEG systems are emphasized in bold. func/anat: functional/anatomical parameter estimates (Table 1), cryo/scalp: cryogenic/scalp MEG, magn:

magnetometer, grad: gradiometer, QZFM: quantum zero-field magnetometer, †: prediction taken from the low-density regime (Eq. 12).

5. Discussion

We presented a detailed analysis of MEG spatial resolution

based on multipolar expansions, with a particular emphasis on

the limits of MEG spatial resolution. We developed an asymp-

totic theory describing these limits analytically, and used ex-

perimental and numerical data to investigate under what condi-

tions the theory breaks down. This combined approach led to

a characterization of MEG spatial resolution in terms of two

qualitatively distinct regimes. First, the high-density regime

corresponds to the domain where the number of sensors is

large enough for MEG spatial resolution to be faithfully de-

scribed by the asymptotic theory. It featured (i) very slow,

yet unbounded, improvements when adding sensors to MEG

arrays, (ii) rapid, but bounded, improvements as MEG sen-

sors are brought closer to the scalp, and (iii) moderately higher

spatial resolution for gradiometers than magnetometers (inde-

pendently of sensor components and SNR). Second, the low-

density regime corresponds to the breakdown of the asymp-

totic theory when the number of sensors is too small. It fea-

tured much faster spatial resolution gains when adding sensors,

and these gains were enhanced with multi-component sensors

(e.g., planar gradiometers or tri-axis magnetometers). The in-

terplay between these two regimes controls the saturation value

of MEG spatial resolution as sensors approach brain sources.

5.1. The physics of MEG spatial resolution

Magnetic field smoothness controls spatial resolution. We

investigated a specific notion of MEG spatial resolution,

i.e., the focality and smoothness of neuromagnetic to-

pographies measured by the largest angular frequency ac-

cessible to noisy multipolar expansions. Our inspiration

came from the works surrounding signal-space separation

(Taulu et al., 2004, 2005) but this approach is close in spirit

to previous theoretical studies of MEG spatial resolution

(Ahonen et al., 1993; Iivanainen et al., 2021), and most partic-

ularly to Tierney et al. (2022) who explored OPM spatial sam-

pling properties with simulations of MEG multipolar expansion

models. Other metrics of spatial resolution comprise leadfield

focality (Boto et al., 2016) as well as source localization accu-

racy/separability (Lucena Gómez et al., 2021; Sekihara et al.,

2005; Vrba et al., 2004) and cross-talk/point-spread functions

(Hauk and Stenroos, 2014; Wens et al., 2015), although the lat-

ter techniques actually mix MEG spatial resolution per se with

the spatial smoothness imposed by the choice of inverse model.

Other metrics often used in the literature are signal complexity

measures such as signal-space dimension (that we used here;

see Eq. 7; see also Section 3 for a version based on MEG for-

ward modeling), leadfield rank (Tierney et al., 2020), or total

information (Iivanainen et al., 2017). However, our theoretical

results highlighted the fact that these metrics mix spatial reso-

lution with geometric aspects such as the amount of coverage.

Notwithstanding, our results largely agree with previous studies

(Ahonen et al., 1993; Boto et al., 2016; Iivanainen et al., 2017,

2021; Marhl et al., 2022; Tierney et al., 2020, 2022; Vrba et al.,

2004); what we bring is a new perspective explicitly focused on

the physics of neuromagnetic fields and the limit of asymptoti-

cally high sensor density.

The physical process that inherently limits MEG spatial res-

olution is magnetic field smoothness. In terms of multipolar

expansions at the basis of our analysis, it corresponds to the ex-

ponential suppression of focal neuromagnetic topographies at

high angular frequencies. That explicit representation of field

smoothness is precisely what allowed us to measure MEG spa-

tial resolution in terms of angular frequency. In this sense, our

spatial resolution index is directly controlled by the physics of

magnetic field smoothness.

Spatial resolution is limitless. One of our main conceptual re-

sult is the new finding that adding sensors to a MEG array im-

proves spatial resolution endlessly, albeit these improvements

bear an increasingly high cost. That was contrary to our ini-

tial hypothesis that MEG spatial resolution would converge to

a definite limit. Intuitively, packing further sensors in a MEG

array where sensor separation is already well below the typi-

cal “blur size” associated with field smoothness should not add

new information, analogously to EEG electrode bridging by

electrolyte spread. In a sense, we assumed that field smooth-

ing would act as a hard low-pass spatial filter on MEG to-

pographies. In hindsight, this intuition was wrong because this

smoothing implements a physical, analog spatial filter and must

therefore be soft, i.e., it suppresses the contribution of small

spatial scales but does not eliminate them altogether. That is

why it is, in principle, possible to probe more and more focal

patterns with sufficiently refined sensor grids. Still, this theoret-

ical finding bears no dramatic consequences for MEG practice

because the increase in spatial resolution is slow; not only slow,
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logarithmically slow! In that sense, magnetic field smoothness

does constraint MEG spatial resolution.

On a side note, the theoretical ability of MEG to har-

vest infinite amounts of information does not mean that the

infamous inverse problem (Hämäläinen et al., 1993) may be

solved by increasing sensor density. A hypothetical MEG ar-

ray composed of a continuum of sensors would still be blind

to electrical source configurations that are magnetically silent

(Hämäläinen et al., 1993). The inverse problem is an issue re-

lated to the non-invasive nature of MEG, not to its spatial reso-

lution per se.

Spatial resolution exhibits two qualitative regimes. The

asymptotic behaviour of MEG spatial resolution, particularly

its slow divergence, determined what we called the high-density

regime. Physically, this corresponds to situations where the

separation between neighboring sensors is well below the size

of magnetic field smoothness. (See Appendix C for an order-

of-magnitude characterization of smoothness size.) It is unsur-

prising that an entirely different behaviour emerged is the op-

posite, low-density regime wherein sensor separation is larger

than field smoothness. In this situation, the intrinsic smooth-

ness of neuromagnetic patterns does not impact sensors, which

bring independent informations. Spatial resolution is thus con-

trolled by the sheer number of recording channels and increases

as fast as possible as sensors are added to a low-density MEG

array. This is in line with previous work (e.g., Tierney et al.,

2022; Vrba et al., 2004). Further, the number of components

recorded per sensor plays an important role at low density by

controlling spatial resolution gains. This illustrates one cru-

cial advantage of using, e.g., tri-axis magnetometers instead of

single-axis radial magnetometers for OPM system designs with

limited amounts of sensors (notwithstanding their added-value

for OPM denoising; Brookes et al., 2021).

The usefulness of multi-component sensors was notably ab-

sent in the high-density regime. Physically, measurements of

different magnetic components (B or its gradient) at infinites-

imally close sensor locations are necessarily inter-related (via

the equations of magnetostatics, ∇ × B = 0 and ∇ · B = 0).

In fact, we observed that the limits of MEG spatial resolution

are the same for different types of magnetometers (radial vs. tri-

axis) or gradiometers (axial vs. planar). Such convergence was

already reported by Tierney et al. (2022) for scalp magnetome-

ters and by Ahonen et al. (1993) for gradiometers; our results

gather these observation within a single theoretical framework.

On the other hand, the magnetometric or gradiometric nature

of the MEG array does impact the limits of MEG spatial reso-

lution, with gradiometers showing higher resolution. This sim-

ply reflects the fact that the sensitivity profile of gradiometers

is equivalent to that of two neighboring magnetometers with

opposite orientation. This double magnetometer configuration

turns out to improve spatial resolution by more than a mere dou-

bling of the number of magnetometers, because sensor separa-

tion is not homogeneous but rather is tuned to sense fine topo-

graphical details. In an interesting twist, the low-density regime

was impervious to the magnetometric or gradiometric nature of

sensors.

Perhaps more surprisingly, combining these two distinct, an-

alytically tractable regimes allowed for a reasonable descrip-

tion of MEG spatial resolution as a whole. Our data showed

that spatial resolution was overestimated around the transition

between low- to high-density regimes. Why our two-regime

picture of spatial resolution led to an overestimation is ex-

plained by the fact that the low-density description neglects

completely the effects of magnetic field spread and of cross-talk

across components, both of which introduce inter-dependencies

amongst sensors and thus reduce spatial resolution. Modeling

this in-between situation analytically represents an interesting

challenge to refine our understanding of MEG spatial resolu-

tion at the transition.

Reducing array size improves spatial resolution by effectively

lowering sensor density. Our analysis confirmed the expected

result that bringing sensors on scalp improves MEG spatial res-

olution, i.e., the extent of magnetic field smoothness decreases.

The higher focality of neuromagnetic topographies obtained

with scalp MEG (compared to cryogenic MEG) is well known

and actually provided an essential initial motivation for the de-

velopment of OPM-based MEG (Boto et al., 2016). Still, our

two-regime description of spatial resolution sheds new light on

the detailed physics underlying this seemingly trivial aspect.

We showed that approaching sensors to the scalp increases

spatial resolution by moving the system from the high- to the

low-density regime, until spatial resolution saturates to a max-

imum value once the low-density regime is reached. This sat-

uration effect has not been described before and was, in our

opinion, puzzling and counter-intuitive. Shrinking a MEG ar-

ray increases sensor density so it should bring it away from

the low-density regime, not into it! The solution to this puzzle

lies in the interplay between geometry and the physics of mag-

netic field smoothness; what matters for MEG spatial resolu-

tion is sensor separation relative to the size of field smoothness.

The geometric separation between neighboring sensors obvi-

ously decreases as the MEG array shrinks. The extent of field

smoothness decreases concomittantly as sensors get closer to

the sources of brain activity, but faster than geometric distances

(Appendix C). This results into an augmentation of sensor sep-

aration, and thus a diminution of sensor density, when they are

expressed in units of field smoothness size. That is precisely

what moving the system towards the low-density regime means.

(We refer to Appendix C for a formal version of the above ar-

gument.) Once the low-density regime is reached, the relative

sensor separation is large enough that sensors are insensitive to

field smoothness and thus are independent. Further shrinking

will continue to augment the relative separation but this cannot

render sensors more independent, which explains why spatial

resolution saturates.

Spatial resolution depends on brain activity. The effect of

sensor-to-brain distance warrants further discussion on what we

meant by “brain size” in our analysis. Using the literal size of

the anatomical brain led to maximal, fully saturated spatial res-

olution for scalp MEG (i.e., in the low-density regime whatever

the number of sensors) because the brain surface is very close to
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the scalp. Generally speaking, this saturation is likely an artifact

rather than a reflection of reality, as we showed using experi-

mental MEG data. The maximum-entropy hypothesis (that was

needed to develop the theory) entails the unphysical assump-

tion that all possible source configurations are equally active

within the brain sphere. This includes activations in neocortical

areas of the brain convexity just beneath the scalp. Such activa-

tions would dominate scalp MEG recordings and lead to highly

focal topographies at the nearest sensors. In turn, the spatial

smoothness associated to this dominating activity would be so

small that MEG spatial resolution saturates virtually whatever

the (geometric) sensor density. Clearly, this does not corre-

spond to functional brain physiology. Although similarly un-

realistic assumptions are used very successfully in MEG source

projection techniques (such as minimum-norm estimation; see

Dale and Sereno, 1993, see also Section 3.3), the consequences

for MEG multipolar expansions appeared more problematic.

Our way to deal with this issue was to replace brain anatomy

with a functional estimate of brain size, using resting-state

MEG activity as prototypical example. A functional brain

sphere was determined as the equivalent brain sphere that repro-

duces the information content (and thus the spatial resolution)

of MEG recordings while indulging the unrealistic maximum-

entropy hypothesis, i.e., that all source configurations within

this equivalent sphere are equally active. Its size thus corre-

sponds in a sense to an average weighted by the amount of neu-

ral activity in neocortical and deep cortical regions. The func-

tional brain sphere inferred from cryogenic MEG resting state

was thus, of necessity, smaller than the anatomical brain. This

led to realistic levels of spatial resolution and notably moder-

ate improvements when passing from cryogenic to scalp MEG.

In general though, the type of brain activity under study may

affect the functional brain size and thus MEG spatial resolu-

tion. For example, focusing on high-SNR events, such as in-

terictal epileptiform spike-wave discharges occurring near the

neocortical surface under the skull, is bound to enlarge the func-

tional sphere, further close the gap with sensors, and increase

spatial resolution. The anatomical MEG model considered in

our numerical analyses actually reflect such cases of optimal

spatial resolution. This illustrates the enormous potential of

scalp MEG for the clinical diagnosis of epilepsy (Feys et al.,

2022; Vivekananda et al., 2020; Widjaja, 2022). Contrariwise,

high-SNR activity in deep brain regions, such as hippocam-

pal epileptic discharges, would correspond to a small func-

tional brain sphere and thus to both poor spatial resolution and

limited improvements brought by scalp MEG (notwithstand-

ing imaginative uses of OPMs to probe deep brain activity; see

Tierney et al., 2021).

The functional dependence of MEG spatial resolution, along

with the saturation effect, has another interesting implication

for clinical MEG in epilepsy. The gold standard for high-

resolution electrophysiological mapping of interictal epilepti-

form spike-wave discharges currently remains invasive tech-

niques such as electrocorticography (ECoG; Jobst et al., 2020).

In this context, one might wonder whether a hypothetical mag-

netic version of ECoG, i.e., magnetocorticography, would lead

to further improvements. Simulations suggest that scalp MEG

might eventually outperform ECoG (Nugent et al., 2022), open-

ing the possibility that the former replace the latter in the future.

The remaining question is whether placing sensors directly on

the neocortical surface (notwithstanding technical feasibility)

would lead to even higher-resolution recordings of epilepsy.

The above discussion suggests a negative answer, at least for

neocortical epilepsies, because anatomical MEG spatial reso-

lution (which models the situation of epileptiform spike-wave

discharges right under the neocortical convexity) already satu-

rates on scalp to its maximal value and thus cannot improve by

invasive recordings. Although this line of thoughts would ben-

efit from experimental validation, it adds to the long list of ar-

guments suggesting that scalp MEG based on OPMs may lead,

in time, to a step change in the clinical diagnosis of neocortical

epilepsy (Feys et al., 2022; Widjaja, 2022).

The dependence of MEG spatial resolution in brain activ-

ity further raises a couple of noteworthy observations. First,

this dependence arises through the way neural sources are dis-

tributed across the cortex, not directly through their SNR. Our

analysis highlighted that spatial resolution is actually quite im-

pervious to the multipole SNR parameter, i.e., a global measure

of source SNR. This claim may appear surprising at first given

how the point-spread function of adaptive MEG source projec-

tion algorithms such as beamforming vary with the SNR level

(van Veen et al., 1997); what this merely indicates is that beam-

former point-spread functions do not provide a faithful mea-

surement of spatial resolution. Second, this functional depen-

dence implies that MEG spatial resolution must actually be a

dynamic parameter that evolves alongside source activity. Our

current approach to functional parameter estimation overlooked

this aspect, so it would be interesting in future developments to

try and include temporal information.

5.2. Implications for MEG technology

The race for extremely high-density MEG is costly. Even

though spatial resolution may in theory always be improved

by adding sensors, in practice it is increasingly difficult to ob-

tain substantial improvements. A trade-off must therefore be

found based on different considerations about MEG system de-

sign, among which the cost of spatial resolution. We can actu-

ally quantify this cost (Appendix B.4); it scales with the num-

ber N of sensors as
√

N/M in the low-density regime and as

log r × N in the high-density regime (with M the number of

sensor components and r the sensor-to-brain distance). These

different scalings embody quantitatively the fact that improv-

ing spatial resolution by adding sensors is much less costly

at low density than at high density. Recording multiple field

components further decreases cost in the low-density regime

but not in the high-density regime. Approaching sensors to the

scalp reduces cost in the high-density regime but not in the low-

density regime. Combining these considerations with other as-

pects of production (e.g., cost per sensor, sensor size, or array

weight) might be helpful for the decision-making process tak-

ing place during the design of novel MEG systems. That pro-

cess is nowadays largely moot for cryogenic MEG (for which

we showed that their working point implements a trade-off),
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but it is vividly ongoing for scalp MEG based on the develop-

ing OPM technology (Hill et al., 2020; Iivanainen et al., 2017,

2021; Tierney et al., 2020, 2022). In this regard, it is interesting

that the working point of current state-of-the-art OPM systems

(about 50 tri-axis magnetometers) already stood in the high-

density regime despite the limited amount of sensors compared

to cryogenic MEG. This means that pursuing the race of in-

creasingly denser OPM arrays may not be the most efficient

way to improve the performance of scalp MEG. This conclu-

sion is in agreement with the analysis of OPM spatial sampling

by Tierney et al. (2020, 2022).

This being said, spatial resolution represents only one as-

pect of MEG performance. In particular, the benefits of spatial

oversampling cannot be overstated as it allows efficient signal

denoising. Oversampling corresponds to the situation where

there are many more recording channels than degrees of free-

dom in a MEG array. Cryogenic MEG systems (Neuromag

and CTF) are oversampled as their working point lies deep

enough within the high-density regime (Appendix B.4), where

existing interference suppression algorithms relying on over-

sampling can be extremely efficient (Larson and Taulu, 2018;

Taulu et al., 2004, 2005). The situation of scalp MEG is not

as confortable yet (Seymour et al., 2022); current OPM arrays

are not oversampled because their working point lies too close

to the low-density regime (Appendix B.4). Reaching oversam-

pling will require further miniaturization of OPM sensors and

the suppression of cross-talk among neighboring sensors gener-

ated by onboard field zeroing coils (Nardelli et al., 2019). In the

meantime, the emergence of tri-axis OPMs may help and ame-

liorate the suppression of both external magnetic interferences

and movement artefacts in scalp MEG (Brookes et al., 2021).

The spatial resolution index may be used to benchmark MEG

designs. The above discussion suggests that our data, partic-

ularly Fig. 5, might find useful applications for benchmarking

the design of MEG arrays. This is particularly relevant in the

current context of frenetic OPM developments, which rely on

both simulation studies (Iivanainen et al., 2021; Tierney et al.,

2020) and statistical frameworks such as the minimization of

source reconstruction error bounds (Beltrachini et al., 2021;

Muravchik and Nehorai, 2001) or Bayesian model comparison

of sensor array geometries (Duque-Muñoz et al., 2019). In fact,

it would be interesting in future works to compare data-driven

approaches to OPM array optimization with our analysis that

specifically assesses their spatial resolution. That being said,

our analytical theory exhibits a few limitations that should be

kept in mind in such endeavours.

First and foremost, our analysis focused on fairly idealized

measurements of the neuromagnetic field. One hidden but ma-

jor assumption behind the observation model (1) is that exper-

imental measures coincide with actual point field values in the

absence of noise. This means that sensors exhibit no cross talk,

perfect calibration and geometry, linear gains, and their spatial

extent (i.e., a SQUID measures the magnetic flux through its

pick-up coil and an OPM, a field component averaged within

its vapor cell) is negligible. These imperfections are generally

minimized at the MEG hardware level (see, e.g., Holmes et al.,

2018, 2019; Tierney et al., 2019, in the context of OPMs), but

taking them into account may be critical to reach optimal ac-

curacy (see, e.g., Maxwell filtering for SQUID-based MEG;

Taulu et al., 2004, 2005). On the other hand, we did include

sensor noise (modeled as homogeneous and uncorrelated across

sensors) explicitly in our description. That was, in fact, instru-

mental in our determination of MEG spatial resolution as it de-

pends on the balance between magnetic field spread and noise

level (although, surprisingly, the precise noise level does not

impact spatial resolution estimation). However, we neglected

completely external interferences from the background mag-

netic environment and from head movements (either in a fixed

helmet for cryogenic MEG or with sensors moving in the back-

ground field for scalp MEG). This being said, MEG design op-

timisation along with the usage of interference suppression al-

gorithms should mitigate this possible overestimation.

Second, we considered an idealized MEG array geometry

with hemispherical sensor coverage. That is not fundamentally

a bad approximation (see, e.g., the scalp OPM cap presented

in Feys et al., 2022), although whole-head MEG tends to cover

a larger scalp area to better sample temporal regions (see, e.g.,

Fig. 1). Interestingly, the spatial resolution index turned out

identical for hemispherical MEG and spherical MEG, i.e., an

idealized array fully surrounding the brain (Appendix B.1), so

we surmise that sensor coverage does not affect our spatial res-

olution measure. We found that it does change signal-space

dimension ν though; it was approximately twice larger for fully

spherical MEG. On this basis, we conjecture that it scales with

the coverage area a relative to the hemisphere (between a = 1

for an hemisphere H and a = 2 for the whole sphere S; e.g.,

a = 1.15 for the Neuromag array), i.e., ν ≈ a νH. It is note-

worthy that this simple rule slightly underestimates the actual

signal-space dimension (Appendix B.4); physically, magnetic

field smoothness effectively extends the field of view beyond

the borders of the array. Also noteworthy is that our data com-

paring Neuromag-like MEG arrays and hemispherical MEG

arrays were fully compatible with this rule of proportionality.

This supports both this rule and the idea that MEG spatial reso-

lution does not depend on the precise shape of sensor arrays.

What matters though is the assumed homogeneity of sensor

coverage, as indicated by the observation that replacing homo-

geneously distributed magnetometers by gradiometers (which

corresponds to a highly inhomogeneous distribution of twice

as many magnetometers) boosts spatial resolution substantially

more than a mere doubling of magnetometer density.

Despite the idealized nature of our description of MEG spa-

tial resolution, we expect it to provide realistic estimates. As a

proof of concept, let us emphasize our finding that the spatial

resolution index was ℓ∗ = 7.2 for Neuromag MEG recordings at

rest. This is consistent with our preprocessing based on signal-

space separation, which truncated interior MEG multipolar ex-

pansions to angular frequencies below ℓin = 8 so that our spatial

resolution index was constrained from the start to ℓ∗ ≤ ℓin. Still,

our asymptotic theory together with the resting-state functional

estimate of brain size was able to recover this parameter (which

was determined by different means in Taulu et al., 2004, 2005)

instead of finding substantially lower values. We envision that
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our results may be useful not only to benchmark hardware MEG

designs but also to fine tune denoising parameters in future

OPM applications of signal-space separation (Seymour et al.,

2022). It should be further possible to extend our analysis and

include exterior multipolar expansions to model background

magnetic fields and estimate the external truncation parameter

ℓout as well (Taulu et al., 2004, 2005; Tierney et al., 2022).

As another side-product, our theory may find useful appli-

cations in the mass-univariate statistical analysis of MEG spa-

tial maps. Existing techniques rely on heuristic approaches

to estimate the number ν of spatial degrees of freedom avail-

able in MEG maps, and use this number as Bonferroni correc-

tion factor to control the false positive rate (Barnes et al., 2011;

Wens et al., 2015). Our results on signal-space dimension

ν ≈ a νH (i.e., including the sensor coverage factor a discussed

above) provides an analytically grounded and rigorous basis for

such approaches, so it might play a role somewhat analogous to

random field theory in the statistical analysis of functional MRI

or positron emission tomography (Worsley et al., 1996).

In conclusion, our two-regime theoretical model of MEG

spatial resolution allows not only for better insights into the

physics of neuromagnetism, but also for diverse applications

that may help both hardware and software optimisations of

scalp MEG based on the rising OPM technology.
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Appendix A. The machinery of MEG multipolar expan-

sions: Review and minor results

We review here useful background on multipolar expansions

and spherical harmonics on the sphere. We also include minor

new results associated to the maximum-entropy hypothesis (4)

and to hemispherical multipolar expansions, which are used in

the main text and in Appendix B.

Appendix A.1. A brief review of MEG multipolar expansions

Magnetostatic potential. The building block of MEG multipo-

lar expansion models is the notion of magnetostatic potential U

(Jackson, 1998; Zangwill, 2012). Since neuromagnetic activity

is probed outside the head and works in a quasi-static regime,

the magnetic field B in a neighbourhood of the array can be

expressed as the gradient (Hämäläinen et al., 1993)

B = ∇U . (A.1)

This actually holds at any location outside the smallest sphere

enclosing the brain (shown blue in Fig. 1), i.e., as long as the

radial distance to the sphere center exceeds the brain sphere

radius Rbrain. The potential U in this extra-cranial domain sat-

isfies Laplace’s equation; it can thus be subjected to an interior

multipolar expansion

U(r,Ω) =
∑

ℓ,m

aℓ,m
Yℓ,m(Ω)

rℓ+1
(A.2)

over the spherical harmonics Yℓ,m indexed by integers ℓ ≥ 0

and −ℓ ≤ m ≤ ℓ (Jackson, 1998; Zangwill, 2012, see also

Appendix A.3). The expansion parameter is taken here as the

inverse of the relative radial coordinate r = R/Rbrain, so r > 1 in

Eq. (A.2).

Field components and derivatives. Different field measure-

ments φ can then be examined by taking the gradient (A.1) of

Eq. (A.2) and extracting the relevant components or derivatives.

The cases of interest for current MEG technology are listed in

Table A.1. These expressions can be used to compute the com-

sensor type M φ (φ1, . . . , φM)

radial magn 1 n · B Br

planar magn 2 n× B (Bθ, Bϕ)

tri-axis magn 3 B (Br, Bθ, Bϕ)

axial grad 1 n · ∇(n · B) ∂Br

∂r

planar grad 2 n× ∇(n · B)
(

1
r

∂Br

∂θ
, 1

r sin θ
∂Br

∂ϕ

)

Table A.1: Definition of the M-vector φ for different sensor types. The unit

vector n denotes the outward normal to the array surface at location Ω. The dot

product with n extracts the normal component of the magnetic field B or the

gradient operator ∇, whereas the cross product with n projects on the tangent

plane. Note that the two tangential components always appear in combination.

Components φi are also written with spherical coordinates and n pointing radi-

ally outwards (Fig. 1). magn: magnetometer, grad: gradiometer.

ponents S i(Ω|ℓ,m) (1 ≤ i ≤ M) of the vectorial spherical har-

monics S(Ω|ℓ,m), which appear in MEG multipolar expansions

(3). In fact, Eq. (3) follows by differentiation of Eq. (A.2) and

restriction to sensor array locations r = r(Ω). Results relevant

to our cases of interest are reported in Table A.2.

Appendix A.2. Results from the maximum-entropy hypothesis

Data covariance. The significance of the maximum-entropy

hypothesis (4) in our theory is to simplify the field covariance

cov(φ) to σ2
a S S†. Along with the assumption (2), this implies

that the MN × MN data covariance cov(b) = cov(φ) + cov(ε)

associated with the observation model (1) reduces to

cov(b) = σ2
a S S† + σ2

ε I , (A.3)

with I denoting here the NM × NM identity matrix. This rela-

tion has two consequences upon which our theory and numeri-

cal methods stand.
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field component S i(Ω|ℓ,m)

Br =
∂U
∂r

− ℓ+1
r(θ,ϕ)ℓ+2 Yℓ,m(θ, ϕ)

Bθ =
1
r
∂U
∂θ

1
r(θ,ϕ)ℓ+2

∂Yℓ,m(θ,ϕ)

∂θ

Bϕ =
1

r sin θ
∂U
∂ϕ

1
r(θ,ϕ)ℓ+2 sin θ

∂Yℓ,m(θ,ϕ)

∂ϕ

∂Br

∂r

(ℓ+1)(ℓ+2)

r(θ,ϕ)ℓ+3 Yℓ,m(θ, ϕ)

1
r

∂Br

∂θ
− ℓ+1

r(θ,ϕ)ℓ+3

∂Yℓ,m(θ,ϕ)

∂θ

1
r sin θ

∂Br

∂ϕ
− ℓ+1

r(θ,ϕ)ℓ+3 sin θ

∂Yℓ,m(θ,ϕ)

∂ϕ

Table A.2: Elements of the vectorial spherical harmonics for each field or gra-

dient component appearing in Table A.1. The angular location Ω is parame-

terised by the polar and azimuthal angles (θ, ϕ) depicted in Fig. 1 and the shape

of the array, by r = r(θ, ϕ).

Multipole amplitude. First, plugging Eqs. (A.3) and (2) into

our definition (5) of the SNR demonstrates the relation (6) that

links the multipole amplitude parameter σa to experimental

SNR measurements. This enables the determination of func-

tional MEG multipolar expansions (Section 3).

Signal-space dimension. Second, Eq. (A.3) provides a justi-

fication for our definition (7) of the signal-space dimension

ν. Each eigenvector of the matrix S S† with eigenvalue λ2
u

(1 ≤ u ≤ NM) yields a neuromagnetic topography with a con-

tribution σ2
aλ

2
u to MEG signal variance. Comparison of this

eigenvalue with the noise variance σ2
ε (i.e., the unique eigen-

value of the noise covariance matrix, Eq. 2) determines whether

this topography can be detected experimentally or is drowned

by noise. The number ν of detectable topographies, for which

σ2
aλ

2
u exceeds σ2

ε, thus indeed corresponds to Eq. (7).

This definition of signal-space dimension turns out to be

mathematically equivalent to the subtly different formulation

ν = #
{

eigenvalues λ2
u of S†S with λ2

u > σ
2
ε/σ

2
a

}

. (A.4)

This is equivalent to Eq. (7) because the NM ×NM matrix S S†

and the infinite square matrix S†S are hermitian conjugates of

each other and thus share the same non-zero eigenvalues λ2
u.

The definition (7) is suitable for numerical evaluations (Sec-

tion 3) whereas the reformulation (A.4) is better suited to the

asymptotic analysis (Appendix B.1).

Appendix A.3. A brief review of spherical mathematics

Orthogonality relations on the sphere. Spherical harmonics

play the same role for multipolar expansions (A.2) than sines

and cosines for Fourier expansions. They are solutions of the

eigenvalue problem

∇
2Yℓ,m = −ℓ(ℓ + 1) Yℓ,m , (A.5a)

∂Yℓ,m

∂ϕ
= im Yℓ,m , (A.5b)

where ∇2 denotes the laplacian operator on the unit sphere S.

The basic orthonormality property reads

∫

S

dΩ Y∗ℓ,mYℓ′ ,m′ = δℓ,ℓ′δm,m′ , (A.6)

with the δs referring to elements of the identity matrix. These

integrals allow to demonstrate the orthogonality of vectorial

spherical harmonics built from radial derivatives; this pertains

to radial magnetometers and axial gradiometers (see Tables A.1

and A.2).

Vectorial spherical harmonics corresponding to planar sen-

sors (magnetometers and gradiometers) include tangential gra-

dients. Orthogonality holds too so long as polar and azimuthal

components are combined in a rotationally invariant way, as is

the case for planar magnetometers (Table A.2, second and third

rows) and planar gradiometers (fifth and sixth rows). This may

be proven on the basis of another, perhaps less standard, orthog-

onality property

∫

S

dΩ

[

∂Y∗
ℓ,m

∂θ

∂Y
ℓ′,m′

∂θ
+

1

(sin θ)2

∂Y∗
ℓ,m

∂ϕ

∂Y
ℓ′,m′

∂ϕ

]

= ℓ(ℓ+1) δℓ,ℓ′δm,m′ .

(A.7)

Since this relation is less standard than Eq. (A.6), we provide

a quick demonstration. The integrand between brackets corre-

sponds to the dot product∇Y∗
ℓ,m
·∇Y

ℓ′,m′ and can be replaced by

−Y∗
ℓ,m
∇

2Y
ℓ′,m′ after integration by parts; Eq. (A.7) then follows

by direct application of the defining Eqs. (A.5a) and (A.6).

Neither Eq. (A.6) nor Eq. (A.7) hold when restricting the

closed, boundaryless sphere S to an open hemisphere. In the

above argument, the boundary term generated by integration

by parts would not vanish anymore and yield a cross-diagonal

contribution (at least for certain values of the indices ℓ and m).

The invariance of the integrand under local rotations (naturally

implemented in single-axis radial sensors, but requiring sum-

mation of polar and azimuthal components in polar sensors) is

also critical. Similar integrals for polar or azimuthal sensors

separately would violate orthogonality.

Implementational details. We review the explicit representa-

tion of spherical harmonics that we implemented in our numer-

ical analyses. We followed conventions widely used in elec-

tromagnetism and quantum physics (see, e.g., Zangwill, 2012).

Specifically, we worked with

Yℓ,m(θ, ϕ) =

√

2ℓ + 1

4π

(ℓ − |m|)!
(ℓ + |m|)! L

|m|
ℓ

(µ) eimϕ , (A.8)

where we set µ = cos θ and the associated Legendre polynomi-

als Lm
ℓ

are defined for m ≥ 0 by

Lm
ℓ (µ) = (−)m(1 − µ2)m/2 dm

dµm















1

ℓ!

∂ℓ

∂xℓ















1
√

1 − 2µx + x2















∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

x=0















.

(A.9)

These expressions establish that Lm
ℓ

(−µ) = (−)ℓ+m Lm
ℓ

(µ) and

Yℓ,m(π − θ, ϕ) = (−)ℓ+m Yℓ,m(θ, ϕ) , (A.10)
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which embodies the (anti)symmetry of spherical harmonics

upon exchanging the north and south hemispheres. This plays

a key role for multipolar expansions on the hemiphere, as we

describe below.

The representation (A.8) allowed to evaluate numerically the

elements S i(Ω|ℓ,m) of the sensitivity matrix S corresponding to

radial magnetometers and axial gradiometers (Table A.2). Po-

lar derivatives relevant to planar sensors (Table A.2) were eval-

uated algebraically using

∂Yℓ,m

∂θ
= −

√

2ℓ + 1

4π

(ℓ − |m|)!
(ℓ + |m|)! sin θ

dL
|m|
ℓ

dµ
eimϕ (A.11)

and the recursive relations

dLm
ℓ

dµ
=



















− mµ

1−µ2 Lm
ℓ
− 1√

1−µ2
Lm+1
ℓ

for 0 ≤ m < ℓ,

− mµ

1−µ2 Lm
ℓ

for m = ℓ.
(A.12)

The presence of (apparent) singularities at µ = ±1 explains why

we avoided the poles in our simulated spherical sensor grids

(Section 3). Azimuthal derivatives were evaluated directly us-

ing the eigenvalue equation (A.5b).

Appendix A.4. Results on hemispherical multipolar expan-

sions

Multipolar expansions on the hemisphere. The failure of gen-

eral orthogonality properties on the hemisphere H is a sign

that naı̈vely restricting MEG multipolar expansion models to

a hemispherical array is problematic. We show here how gen-

eral expansions of the form (3) hold on H at the price of con-

straints enforced on the multipolar coefficients. Further, these

constraints can, very fortunately, be chosen to ensure a version

of the orthogonality properties (A.6) and (A.7). We outline the

argument here since this situation is not standard.

Let us focus on the multipolar expansion (A.2) of the mag-

netostatic potential U = U(θ, ϕ), setting r = 1 to streamline

notations (the dependence in r can actually be absorbed into

the multipolar coefficients aℓ,m), so

U(θ, ϕ) =
∑

ℓ,m

aℓ,m Yℓ,m(θ, ϕ) . (A.13)

Being able to apply this expansion requires knowing the poten-

tial U on the whole sphere, but in the context of hemispherical

MEG it is only measured over a hemisphere H that we will

parameterise as the north hemisphere (0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2) for defi-

niteness. The trick is to extend U symmetrically to the south

hemisphere (π/2 < θ ≤ π) by setting U(θ, ϕ) = U(π − θ, ϕ),

which now renders Eq. (A.13) legit. The symmetry of the ex-

tended potential upon exchanges of the north and south hemi-

spheres constraints multipolar coefficients to aℓ,m = 0 whenever

ℓ+m is odd due to the property (A.10). In other words, multipo-

lar expansions on H are restricted to the subspace of symmetric

spherical harmonics,

U(θ, ϕ) =
∑

ℓ + m even

aℓ,m Yℓ,m(θ, ϕ) . (A.14)

This reduces the number of admissible values of m from 2ℓ + 1

on S to ℓ + 1 on H. That is the mathematical origin of the

difference between the MEG signal-space dimensions on the

sphere (9) and on the hemisphere (10).

Orthogonality relations on the hemisphere. The symmetric

spherical harmonics satisfy the orthogonality properties

∫

H

dΩ Y∗ℓ,mYℓ′ ,m′ =
1
2
δℓ,ℓ′δm,m′ (A.15)

and

∫

H

dΩ

[

∂Y∗
ℓ,m

∂θ

∂Y
ℓ′,m′

∂θ
+

1

(sin θ)2

∂Y∗
ℓ,m

∂ϕ

∂Y
ℓ′,m′

∂ϕ

]

=
ℓ(ℓ+1)

2
δℓ,ℓ′δm,m′ .

(A.16)

These relations may be derived from their analog on the sphere

(Eqs. A.6 and A.7) and from the symbolic identity
∫

S
= 2

∫

H
,

which is valid precisely because the integrands are all symmet-

ric.

Appendix B. The large-N limit of MEG multipolar expan-

sions: Asymptotic analysis

We develop here the theory of multipolar expansions for

MEG arrays covering a (hemi)sphere homogeneously and

densely with a large number N → ∞ of sensors. We consider

first the asymptotics of the signal-space dimension ν and work

towards the definition of the spatial resolution index ℓ∗. Then,

we derive our main estimation results (Eq. 8 and Eqs. 9 and 10).

Appendix B.1. Asymptotics of signal-space dimension and def-

inition of the spatial resolution index

Continuous limit of S†S. The formulation (A.4) is more conve-

nient for this large-N analysis. Each entry (S†S)ℓ,m|ℓ′,m′ of the

infinite matrix S†S is a sum
∑

Ω S(Ω|ℓ,m)† S(Ω|ℓ′,m′) running

over the N sensor locations Ω. The dominant behaviour of this

sum as N → ∞ is controlled by the continuous integral1

(

S†S
)

ℓ,m|ℓ′,m′ ≈
N→∞

ρ

∫

dΩ S(Ω|ℓ,m)†S(Ω|ℓ′,m′) . (B.1)

Integration runs here either over the whole sphere S for spheri-

cal MEG or over an hemisphere H for hemispherical MEG, and

ρ denotes the sensor density of the MEG array, i.e., the num-

ber of sensors per unit solid angle. For a homogeneous sensor

coverage, we may set ρ to either

ρS = N/4π or ρH = N/2π (B.2)

depending on the case. The right-hand side of Eq. (B.1) can

be evaluated for each MEG system type defined in Table A.1,

using for S(Ω|ℓ,m) the expressions given in Table A.2 with con-

stant, angle-independent r. All resulting integrals fall back to

1Equation (B.1) follows merely from the definition of Riemann integrals,

i.e.,
∫

dΩ . . . = limN→∞
∑

Ω δΩ . . . with the element of solid angle correspond-

ing to δΩ = 1/ρ.
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one of the orthogonality relations (Eqs. A.6, A.7 for spherical

MEG or Eqs. A.15, A.16 for hemispherical MEG). This allows

to demonstrate that S†S is asymptotically diagonal,

(

S†S
)

ℓ,m|ℓ′,m′ ≈
N→∞















λ2
ℓ

for ℓ = ℓ′ and m = m′,

0 for ℓ , ℓ′ or m , m′,
(B.3)

with eigenvalues λ2
ℓ

listed in Table B.1 (second column). Of

note, these eigenvalues coincide numerically for spherical and

hemispherical MEG because the extra halving factor appear-

ing in Eqs. (A.15) and (A.16) (compared to Eqs. A.6 and A.7)

cancels out exactly the doubling of sensor density indicated in

Eq. (B.2), so ρS
∫

S
dΩ . . . = ρH

∫

H
dΩ . . . applies.

sensor type λ2
ℓ

P(ℓ) deg(P)

radial magn N
4π

(ℓ+1)2

r2ℓ+4 (ℓ + 1)2 2

planar magn N
4π

ℓ(ℓ+1)

r2ℓ+4 ℓ(ℓ + 1) 2

tri-axis magn N
4π

(ℓ+1)(2ℓ+1)

r2ℓ+4 (ℓ + 1)(2ℓ + 1) 2

axial grad N
4π

(ℓ+1)2(ℓ+2)2

r2ℓ+6 (ℓ + 1)2(ℓ + 2)2 4

planar grad N
4π

ℓ(ℓ+1)3

r2ℓ+6 ℓ(ℓ + 1)3 4

Table B.1: Large-N eigenvalues of S†S for (hemi)spherical MEG with sensor

types defined in Table A.1. The modalitdependent polynomial P allows to gather

all cases into the common Eq. (B.4). Its degree deg(P) corresponds to twice

the number of derivatives applied to the magnetostatic potential U and distin-

guishes magnetometers from gradiometers. The eigenvalues for Neuromag-

type MEG arrays correspond to the sum of the eigenvalues for radial magne-

tometers and planar gradiometers. magn: magnetometer, grad: gradiometer.

Scale-dependent MEG sensitivity profile. These eigenvalues

measure the sensitivity of the MEG array to neuromagnetic

field patterns at fixed angular frequency, i.e., any configura-

tion φ(Ω) of the form
∑ℓ

m=−ℓ aℓ,m S(Ω|ℓ,m) with a fixed value

of ℓ. They are illustrated and discussed in a more pragmatic

way in Appendix B.2. Continuing with formal developments,

it proves convenient to summarize all cases described in Table

B.1 using the succinct expression

λ2
ℓ =

N

4π

P(ℓ)

r2ℓ+2+deg(P)
· (B.4)

The only factor varying across sensor types is the polynomial

P controlling the precise dependence in the angular frequency

and whose degree deg(P) distinguishes between magnetometers

and gradiometers (Table B.1). In fact, the general asymptotic

eigenspectrum (B.4) works for any type of sensors (as long as

they are combined in such a way that MEG recordings do not

depend on sensor orientation along the sphere, so as to ensure

orthogonality; see Appendix A.3). Results for multimodal se-

tups mixing different sensor types (e.g., Neuromag-type arrays)

are obtained by adding the corresponding eigenvalues (since the

matrix S†S itself decomposes into a sum over sensor types, see

Eq. B.1). This additive behaviour may be readily verified us-

ing Table B.1 in the case of tri-axis magnetometers, which in-

deed corresponds to the combination of radial and planar mag-

netometers.

It is noteworthy that the large-N eigenvalues (B.4) do not de-

pend on the index m so each λ2
ℓ

is degenerate, which is once

again a consequence of the local rotation symmetry of MEG

sensors. The level degeneracy is 2ℓ + 1 for spherical MEG (as

m runs from −ℓ to +ℓ for multipolar expansions on S) but it is

reduced to ℓ + 1 for hemispherical MEG (as multipolar expan-

sions on H are restricted to symmetric spherical harmonics with

ℓ + m even; see Eq. A.14).

Spatial resolution index. Coming back to Eq. (A.4), the asymp-

totic diagonalisation result (B.3) shows that signal-space di-

mension may be computed as the number of eigenvalues λ2
ℓ

ex-

ceeding the threshold value σ2
ε/σ

2
a, counting their degeneracy.

Clearly, ν is controlled by the critical value of ℓ at the cross-

over λ2
ℓ
= σ2

ε/σ
2
a, which corresponds precisely to the spatial

resolution index ℓ∗ outlined in the main text (Section 2). Of

note, the criterion works thanks to the degeneracy of large-N

eigenvalues; a bona fide dependence in the index m could lead

to multiple values for ℓ∗. Using Eq. (B.4), we thus find

N

4π

P(ℓ∗)

r2ℓ∗+2+deg(P)
=
σ2
ε

σ2
a

· (B.5)

Even though multipolar expansions (3) restrict the angular fre-

quency index ℓ to integer values, the left-hand side of Eq. (B.5)

is an analytic function of ℓ∗ and may thus be solved for real

values of ℓ∗.
2 We derive the explicit solution and thus our main

theoretical result (8) below.

Signal-space dimension. The argument developed above also

allows to express the signal-space dimension ν in terms of ℓ∗.
For integer values of ℓ∗, the large-N estimate of ν can be ob-

tained by summing all eigenvalue degeneracies up to ℓ = ℓ∗,
so

ν =















νS =
∑ℓ∗
ℓ=0

(2ℓ + 1) = (ℓ∗ + 1)2 ,

νH =
∑ℓ∗
ℓ=0

(ℓ + 1) = 1
2
(ℓ∗ + 1)(ℓ∗ + 2) ,

(B.6)

for spherical and hemispherical MEG, respectively. The right-

hand sides then allow to extend the notion of signal-space di-

mension to any non-integer solution of Eq. (B.5). This com-

pletes the proof of Eqs. (9) and (10).

Appendix B.2. Scale-dependent sensitivity profile of large-N

MEG arrays

Let us make a pause in our mathematical analysis and illus-

trate in Figure B.1 the ℓ-dependent profile of the large-N eigen-

values (B.4), for different (hemi)spherical MEG arrays at the

four sensor-to-brain distances reported in the main text (Table

1). These spectra provide a measure of MEG sensitivity across

spatial scales indexed by the angular frequency index ℓ (low fre-

quencies correspond to broad topographies and high frequen-

cies, to focal topographies).

2The closest integer could be taken, but we shall not do so here. In any case,

the difference between ℓ∗ and its closest integer is well within the margins of

error of Eq. (B.1).
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Figure B.1: Scale-dependent sensitivity of (hemi)spherical MEG arrays in the large-N limit. The spectrum of large-N eigenvalues λ2
ℓ

is plotted as a function of

the angular frequency index ℓ for several MEG sensor types and for sensor-to-brain distances set using Table 1 to functional (left) or anatomical (right) estimates

corresponding to cryogenic (panels a, c) or scalp MEG (panels b, d). Each curve was drawn based on Table B.1 with further normalization to a unit area under

the curve for visualization purposes; the lower peak amplitudes for gradiometers thus correspond to larger relative contributions of high angular frequencies

than magnetometers. The case of the Neuromag-type array mixing radial magnetometers and planar gradiometers was obtained by summing the corresponding

eigenvalues (Table B.1). magn: magnetometer, grad: gradiometer.

Magnetometers exhibited sensitivity profiles peaking at

lower angular frequency, and with lesser relative contribution

from high angular frequencies, than gradiometers. This reflects

the better ability of magnetometers to probe widespread neu-

romagnetic topographies (corresponding to deep brain activ-

ity), and that of gradiometers to probe focal topographies (cor-

tical activity). In functional MEG inferred from resting-sate

recordings (Fig. B.1a,b), magnetometric sensitivity appeared

optimal for homogeneous (angular frequency ℓ = 0) and dipo-

lar (ℓ = 1) fields, with tri-axis sensors receiving a slightly larger

relative contribution from more focal fields than radial sensors

alone. Optimum gradiometric sensitivity varied from dipolar

(ℓ = 1, cryogenic axial gradiometers corresponding to a CTF-

like MEG) to octopolar fields (ℓ = 3, scalp planar gradiome-

ters). Interestingly, cryogenic CTF-like MEG strikes a balance

between magnetometers and planar gradiometers; a similar bal-

ance is achieved in Neuromag-like MEG by combining magne-

tometers and planar gradiometers. It is noteworthy that both

MEG systems would converge if they were placed directly on

scalp (Fig. B.1b).

Further moving sensors towards the scalp increased sensi-

tivity to focal topographies, as expected and clearly illustrated

with anatomical MEG (Fig. B.1c,d; compare abscissa scales

across panels a–d). A striking observation from Fig. B.1d is the

disappearence of differences between radial and tri-axis magne-

tometers, and between axial and planar gradiometers. Sensitiv-

ity profiles converged into one of two distinct classes as sensors

approach the scalp; one gathering all magnetometric MEG and

the other, all gradiometric MEG (including the Neuromag-like

system). The lack of impact of sensor type is derived more for-

mally in Appendix B.4.

Appendix B.3. Large-N analysis of Eq. (B.5)

Leading behaviour. We now solve Eq. (B.5) explicitly in the

large-N limit and derive our main theoretical result, i.e., Eq. (8).

For that purpose, it is mathematically convenient to take the

logarithm of Eq. (B.5) and analyze

2ℓ∗ log r − log P(ℓ∗) = log

(

N

4π r2+deg(P)

σ2
a

σ2
ε

)

. (B.7)

The part of the right-hand side that dominates as N → ∞ is

log N. In turn, the left-hand side must diverge, so ℓ∗ is large

and dominates over the second term log P(ℓ∗).
3 The leading

behaviour of the solution to Eq. (B.7) is thus controlled by the

linear equation 2ℓ∗ log r = log N, so that

ℓ∗ =
log N

2 log r
+ sub-leading corrections. (B.8)

Sub-leading corrections. To proceed further, it proves conve-

nient to introduce some notations. Parameterising the modality-

dependent polynomial P (Table B.1) as

P(ℓ) = aℓb [1 + O(1/ℓ)] (B.9)

for large ℓ, straigthforward algebraic manipulations allow to re-

cast Eq. (B.7) in the condensed form

ℓ∗ − k log ℓ∗ + O(1/ℓ∗) = Λ , (B.10)

3The alternative would be that ℓ∗ approaches a zero of the polynomial P,

since then log P(ℓ∗) → −∞. Examination of Table B.1 (third column) reveals

that all such solutions are non-positive and thus physically unacceptable for our

purposes.
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where we defined for convenience

k =
b

2 log r
and Λ =

log

(

a N
4π r2+b

σ2
a

σ2
ε

)

2 log r
· (B.11)

The latter parameter diverges logarithmically as N → ∞, so

we seek to solve Eq. (B.10) in the limit Λ → ∞. For future

reference, we note that

logΛ = log

[

log N

2 log r

]

+ O (

1/ log N
)

. (B.12)

Our intermediate result (B.8) suggests that ℓ∗ ≈ Λ. Using

a change of variable ℓ∗ = Λ (1 + ε) emphasizing the relative

correction ε to this leading behaviour, Eq. (B.10) becomes

ε − k log (1 + ε)

Λ
=

k logΛ

Λ
+ O(1/Λ2) . (B.13)

Taking the limit Λ→ ∞ implies that ε→ 0, and the solution to

leading order is ε =
k logΛ

Λ
+ O

(

logΛ

Λ2

)

or equivalently

ℓ∗ = Λ + k logΛ + O
(

logΛ

Λ

)

. (B.14)

Going back to the original parameterisation using

Eqs. (B.11–B.12) and rearranging terms, we obtain at

last

ℓ∗ =
log

[

N
4π r2+d

σ2
a

σ2
ε

a
(

log N

2 log r

)b
]

2 log r
+ O

(

log log N

log N

)

. (B.15)

This corresponds to our main theoretical result (8), if the factor

a
(

log N/2 log r
)b

may be replaced by P
(

log N/2 log r
)

. This re-

placement is legit up a vanishingly small error of order 1/ log N

(see Eq. B.9 with ℓ = log N/2 log r), which is subdominant

compared to the error term in Eq. (B.15). That completes the

proof of Eq. (8).

Appendix B.4. Derivation of several properties of high-density

MEG spatial resolution from Eq. (8)

Logarithmic slowness of spatial resolution gains and the cost

of spatial resolution. The leading behaviour (B.8) explicits the

logarithmic divergence of MEG spatial resolution as N → ∞
(property i of main text Section 2). The slowness of this diver-

gence may be interpreted by considering the gain ∆ℓ∗ of spatial

resolution index obtained by adding one sensor (i.e., increasing

N to N + 1). Equation (B.8) shows that ∆ℓ∗ ≈ log N+1
N
≈ 1/N,

which is negligibly small at large N. Improving spatial resolu-

tion by adding sensors to an already high-density MEG array

becomes increasingly difficult.

Evaluating the cost of spatial resolution provides an alterna-

tive, more pragmatic view of this difficulty (Section 5). We

measure here this cost as the number ∆N of additional sensors

needed to increase the spatial resolution index ℓ∗ by a small,

fixed amount of ∆ℓ∗ = 1. This can be estimated as the inverse

of the slope ∂ℓ∗/∂N. In the high-density regime at very large

N, Eq. (8) leads to a cost ∆N ≈ 2 log r × N that increases lin-

early with N. By contrast, in the low-density regime described

by Eq. (12), ∆N = 2
√

N/M so the costs for improving spatial

resolution are much lower at sufficiently small N.

Near-brain behaviour, sub-leading divergence, and the im-

pact of magnetometers/gradiometers. Equation (B.8) also es-

tablishes our claim that the sensor-to-brain distance r is the only

parameter that modulates this leading behaviour, and that de-

pendence includes a divergence 1/ log r ≈ (r − 1)−1 as r → 1

(Section 2, property ii).

This divergence also affects the sub-leading corrections in

Eq. (B.8). In the limit r → 1, the full solution (8) behaves as

ℓ∗ ≈
r→1

deg(P) × log
(

log N/ log r
)

2 log r
· (B.16)

Table B.1 reveals that the polynomial degree deg(P) distin-

guishes magnetometers and gradiometers (with a value twice

larger for the latter) but not the number of recorded compo-

nents or their orientation. This establishes our claim that mag-

netometers and gradiometers are discriminated at the level of

a sub-leading divergence in N (Section 2, property iii), which

turns out to be doubly logarithmic.

Insensitivity to sensor components, SNR, and sensor coverage.

Equations (B.8) and (B.16) disclose the only two terms of the

full solution (8) that diverge as N → ∞; all other terms are

either finite or fall off with N. This establishes our claims that

high-density MEG spatial resolution is essentially insensitive

to the number and orientation of sensor components (Section 2,

property iii) and to the exact level of SNR (Section 2, property

iv). For example, expanding the logarithm in Eq. (8) shows that

the SNR only contributes through the finite, subtle correction

log(σa/σε)/ log r.

This quasi-insensitivity to the SNR is a significant aspect of

our theory. It shows that our measurement of MEG spatial res-

olution based on Eq. (8) does not depend on the precise choice

of noise level used to define signal-space dimension (7) and the

spatial resolution index (B.5). Other authors might choose an

eigenvalue threshold different than ours, say η×σ2
ε/σ

2
a with η of

order one but different from one; however, the impact of choos-

ing η , 1 on the spatial resolution index would be restricted to

the addition of a finite, negligible correction log η/2 log r in the

right-hand size of Eq. (8).

We also demonstrated that spatial resolution is independent

of sensor coverage (see discussion below Eq. B.3). On the other

hand, that is not true for the signal-space dimension ν since it

appears to scale with sensor coverage as νH ≈ νS/2 (Section

2 and Appendix B.1). A more precise comparison of Eqs. (9)

and (10) leads to

νH =
νS

2

(

1 +
1
√
νS

)

>
νS

2
· (B.17)

This establishes formally our claim that the “field of view” of

hemispherical MEG extends beyond the borders of its hemi-

spherical array (Section 5); though this extension is fairly lim-

ited at high spatial resolution since 1/
√
νS ≈ 1/ℓ∗ (see Eq. 9) is

small at large N.

Spatial degrees of freedom per sensor and oversampling. The

leading behaviour (B.8) for ℓ∗ combined with Eq. (10) for ν
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allows to show that the number of independent degrees of free-

dom available per sensor

νH/N ≈
N→∞

(log N)2

8N(log r)2
(B.18)

is negligibly small at large N. This is again a reflection of the

difficulty to harvest extra information by adding sensors to al-

ready high-density MEG arrays.

This property is closely related to the notion of oversampling,

whose formal definition may be written as MN/ν ≫ 1. From

Eq. (B.18), we find MN/ν ≈ 8MN(log r/ log N)2, so the con-

dition is fullfiled at large N. This confirms formally that MEG

is oversampled in the high-density regime (Section 5). Note

also how increasing both the number M of sensor components

and the sensor-to-brain distance r further help reaching over-

sampling. By contrast, MN/ν = 1 in the low-density regime

described by Eq. (11).

Appendix C. On the physics of the low/high-density transi-

tion and the size of magnetic field smoothness

We discuss here how to take advantage of our description of

MEG spatial resolution at the transition between the low- and

high-density regimes to assess the typical size of magnetic field

smoothness. We use this analysis to partly justify our descrip-

tion of the spatial resolution index in the low-density regime

(Eq. 12) and to elucidate the fairly counter-intuitive physical

mechanism underlying how MEG spatial resolution increases

as sensors are brought closer to sources of brain activity (main

text, Section 5).

Scale of magnetic field smoothness. We seek to estimate the

size λ of magnetic field smoothness. Physically, what should

control MEG spatial resolution is the inter-sensor separation s

relative to field smoothness size λ. When s≫ λ, sensors are in-

sensitive to field smoothness and they bring independent infor-

mation; this is the low-density regime (Eq. 11). When s ≪ λ,
field smoothness strongly limits the amount of independent in-

formation and constraints the limits of spatial resolution; this

is the high-density regime (Eq. B.8 to leading order). The in-

between situation s ≈ λ corresponds to the transition.

We conclude that field spread size λ can be estimated as the

inter-sensor separation s at the transition. On the one hand, we

have

s ≈
√

8

N
Rarray , (C.1)

at least when N is large enough. This follows from the ge-

ometric condition that the surface available for each sensor

(area = 2πR2
array/N) corresponds to a small spherical cap of di-

ameter s surrounding the sensor (area ≈ πs2/4). On the other

hand, our results allow to describe the transition line (Fig. 5)

parametrically as N = Nt(r). To leading order, we have

log Nt√
Nt

≈ 2
√

M log r (C.2)

with M the number of sensor components and r = Rarray/Rbrain.

This follows from the condition that the low-density ansatz

(ℓ∗ ≈
√

MN to leading order; see Eq. 12) and the high-density

prediction (leading order in Eq. B.8) coincide. Taken together,

these two results yield the estimate

λ ≈

√

8

Nt(r)
Rarray . (C.3)

We restricted our description (C.2) of the low/high-density tran-

sition to the leading order for simplicity, so our result (C.3) pro-

vides a rough estimate rather than a numerically accurate esti-

mate. We can nevertheless apply it to answer two qualitative

questions that appeared in our analysis and discussion.

Consistency of the low-density ansatz (Eq. 12). On physical

grounds, magnetic field smoothness acts on neuromagnetic to-

pographies as a filter that lets pass spatial scales below its

size λ (Section 5). It does not affect neuromagnetic record-

ings in the low-density regime s ≫ λ (where spatial resolu-

tion is then controlled by the total number of recordings; that

is the content of Eq. 12) and starts to take effect at the transi-

tion (N ≈ Nt). At this point, the order of magnitude of field

smoothness size (Rarray/
√

N) must coincide with the order of

magnitude of the largest wavelength accessible to the MEG ar-

ray (Rarray/
√
ℓ∗(ℓ∗ + 1) ≈ Rarray/ℓ∗). We conclude that the spa-

tial resolution index ℓ∗ scales with
√

N along the transition line

N = Nt(r). This square-root law is fully consistent with our

ansatz (12) describing spatial resolution at the transition be-

tween the low- and high-density regimes.

Effect of reducing the sensor-to-brain distance. We discussed

in Section 5 that shrinking a MEG array reduces the inter-

source distance relative to field smoothness size. This claim

may be established formally by considering the ratio of

Eqs. (C.1) and (C.3), i.e.,

s/λ ≈
√

Nt(r)/N . (C.4)

Our parametric description of Nt(r) shows that it increases

when the sensor-to-brain distance r decreases; e.g., taking the

derivative of Eq. (C.2) with respect to r yields

dNt

dr
≈

4

√

MN3
t

2 − log Nt

(C.5)

which is negative to leading order Nt ≫ 1. We conclude that

shrinking a MEG array (i.e., reducing Rarray with N kept fixed)

augments the inter-source distance measured in units of field

smoothness size and thus reduces sensor density measured in

units of field smoothness area, even though it has the oppo-

site effect on geometric separation (C.1) and sensor density

(N/2πR2
array).
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